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Editors’ Letters
Dear Reader,

First, thank you for reading Déraciné and being a part of this journey.

I have pondered over this letter for weeks, and still I find myself lacking the words to express
how deeply grateful I am that our amazing readers and contributors have continued to support
our little magazine for the past five years.

We started this magazine in 2017 in hopes of bringing a bit more dark, psychological literature
and art into the writing community. We did not expect to make a big impact, and we did not
know just how much our small section of the community would grow. But over these past five
years, thanks to you, we have grown much more than we ever expected. The words and art from
our contributors have touched the lives of so many more people than we ever thought possible,
and I am so thankful that I could play a role in sharing these works with the world. Working
together with you all on this magazine each year has truly been one of the most fulfilling
experiences of my life.

Now, this chapter of our lives has come to an end. I am disappointed that we have had to make
this decision, and I would have loved to continue this magazine for years and years to come.
Unfortunately, our lives have had other plans for us. After having to delay the last volume and
running into other complications, we’ve struggled to give the magazine the time and attention it
deserves. In order to preserve the quality and care we have put into this magazine over the years,
we have decided together, after much discussion, that it is time to let it go.
To all of our beloved readers, all of the fantastic writers, artists, poets, and friends we have met
along the way: thank you! We will cherish this experience for the rest of our lives.

This final volume of Déraciné truly encompasses everything we have strived to show you over
the years, touching on subjects of mental health, loss, fear, dysphoria, displacement, and so much
more, with elements of mystery and moments of horror.
I’m pleased to share this final volume with you, and hope you find it is impactful and resonates.
Thank you again for creating and reading with us. Wishing you good health, safety, and great
success,
Victoria Elghasen
Editor
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Dear Reader,

I cannot thank you enough for the support you have given Déraciné over the years. Running a
literary magazine has been such an exciting experience, and it was an absolute delight to read so
many incredible pieces of literature, to view so much beautiful art, and to have the chance to
meet so many hardworking contributors. Our journey with Déraciné has been full of wonderful
surprises and kind supporters.

When we first began, I wondered if our magazine would ever truly find its foothold within the
literary world. Yet, what was daunting and harrowing at first quickly grew into a fantastic
journey I will never forget. I have learned so much during this adventure and I am so grateful that
you chose to join us.
While we had hoped to publish Déraciné for many years and the decision to stop was made only
after a great deal of deliberation, I have no regrets. Thanks to all of our fantastic supporters and
contributors, I think we have truly put together a memorable final issue, filled with gorgeous art,
stunning poems, and haunting stories.
Life is full of surprises; our success—thanks to a welcoming and hardworking community of
writers and artists—was one of those surprises. Now, other surprises and changes have entered
both of our lives that have made it impossible to continue, but I truly feel we have drawn the
curtain shut on our publication at the right time. It’s never easy to leave something behind, but I
feel confident that we are leaving behind something that we will remember with great fondness.

Thank you for this unique experience. Thank you for reading. Thank you for contributing, and for
supporting us in all the many ways you have. I hope you all have a great time delving into these
pages and an even better life. I cannot thank you enough for joining us on this journey.
With my fondest regards,
Michelle Baleka
Editor
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JEN IF

Gorgeous and Bleak
Dragging benches to tables,
Gorgeous, potent, bleak children,
Eyes round as white plates,
Hastily scoff small party food,
One shrunken burger, cold beans one spoon,
Can’t refuse,
Knowing every mouthful,
Is a debt.

POETRY | JEN IF

Climbing up benches, along tables,
The gorgeous, pendulous, spent woman,
Eyes as dark and deep as time,
Crawls with slow, seductive gait,
Beans dripping from her flank,
Can’t refuse,
Knowing every step,
Is to death.
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Last Thing Seen by Steve Patterson.
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DS MAOLALAI

Visiting my grandmother
the trees,
blue as teeth,
bite the hills
to small pieces,
and the grass
melts like butter
being laid
across toast.

we are visiting
my grandmother. ‘97:
I'm six. sitting
on the windowsill
of this damp
winter house,
with its plaster-cast
saints and its plasterflaked corners.
sky tipping darkness
like a poured cup
of tea. the moaning
of cows rolling in
through the windows;
they sound terrible,
and this morning
my uncle
had me touch one;
I hated it, and also
the taste
of their milk.
it's different at home:
it's much colder
and fresher.
here I am six
and the world
sitting inside
a tennis ball;
it is dark
and it smells
very musty.
POETRY | DS MAOLALAI
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Buddha in the bedsit.
home;
some roses, hope
and an underbuttoned shirt.

I sit on a sofa, the sun
playing jungles
through the window—plants
from the neighbour’s wall
all messed up
by the curl
of net curtains:
impressionism,
monochrome,
with dead flies
and reflection. silence
in my eyes
shining cheap
like white wine.

Déraciné
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Bygone Fayre by Lucia Caruso.
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YUAN CHANGMING

Showers through Day & Night
1/ Me in Vancouver

Rain, it’s the rain that’s been wetting my entire
Selfhood inside out
Reminding me
Amidst all shapes to be moistened
The water-drops are
The dews from a paradise long lost

Here is another soul fallen from above
2/ Vancouver in Rain

Vancouver, how they sometimes hate you
Being so wet! You could leave all
Your lower content in dark & cold, with yesterday’s
Newspapers, flyers, flowers, leaves & even
Tales pickled in the pools or puddles full of vices & viruses
Among unseen ghosts & monsters
As love & pain flow along runaway rainwaters &
Every wing gets too heavy to flap with whims or wishes while
The whole city is taking a shower as if to prepare for a ritual, &
Me? I am just standing dry close to the window
Watching

POETRY | YUAN CHANGMING
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KATHERINE SZPEKMAN

In April Lockdown I Do a Puzzle and Wonder How You Are
This 1000-piece puzzle is a sadist.
Pieces fit in multiple spots,
impostors frustrate and waste my time.
But if I place the blue cup on the cat’s whisker,
maybe it will rain.
Dark storm clouds skim treetops,
and the ice maker chunks cubes.
Didn’t the air smell of snow just yesterday?
And shouldn’t we be eating lobster soon
in Truro, hot butter shining on our chins?
The puzzle piece is smooth.
I have been looking for this one
all day. Your voice appears spectral
white, as you tell me you are leaving.
I place the blue cup on the cat’s whisker,
maybe now it won’t rain.
Do you have someone
to isolate with, or is it lit
being all alone?
This puzzle is difficult.
You left me. You left me
because this puzzle is difficult.

In the grocery store, before we wore masks,
I heard a woman say,
Donna has vertigo on Tuesdays,
but on Wednesdays, she is fine.
Funny, what we remember,
the sudden slap of indifference,
the sound of your voice,
when you were three,
the torrential downpours,
what cheers us.

You unzipped your body,
and walked through the wall.
I will patch the holes with delicate plaster.
If you leave, I won’t exist anymore.
Tô com saudade de você. I miss you.
I place the blue cup on the cat’s whisker.
POETRY | KATHERINE SZPEKMAN
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Screen Print by Charles March.
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GEOFFREY AITKEN

correction
the

children’s

party game

musical chairs
is

discordant
not

a game
nor

is it fun

i have seen scars.

POETRY | GEOFFREY AITKEN
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a reading
a quiet day

in returned

mental wellness
remote others
access

its dislocation
quiet days

now confuse
the most
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Holes by Charles March.
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JOAN MCNERNEY

Blur

this blur of hours, this waking sleep
sometimes in & then out of this world
we are dragged across another night
black wells roll through eyes…trains
whizzing at 11 o'clock 1 o'clock
winds trace tree shadows over walls

on that white trapeze afraid to let go
afraid to drop to nightmares lodged
in corners shrunken wide-mouthed

cars creep down streets as first
weak light s t r e t c h e s over roofs
& the radio provides some likely song
there is no time to find what is lost
we march with eyes slit at 6 o’clock

dry mouths, throats burning, dazed
sirens screech past another morning
warning of another day of quiet storms

POETRY | JOAN MCNERNEY
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KYLE HEMMINGS

cancel art

i find you
taped to his walls,
paper-thin
& only a sketch,
as if a work-in-progress.
beneath my feet
the crunch of pencil shavings.
in the kitchen
he's slumped in a chair,
eyes still as moth balls
his skin ashen.
he must have died
before completing you.

i gently peel you down
carefully removing
the adhesive backing
as if stuck to my own skin.
i carry you home
trying to breathe life
into you.
color spreads
across your face
your eyes turning
watercolor blue
then it all fades.
exhausted, i quit.

& i am left
with the blind wrinkled hands
my hands
that once fed you
solid food.

POETRY | KYLE HEMMINGS
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Nosferatu over Zappeion by Annita Luxon.
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JUDY MCAMIS

I Am the Unquiet You Hear
what forms

in the dark

I am the eyes

of all things

and ears

I am more than abysmal
behind you
I am

alongside you

the doorway

quiet

Flash of light

eyes closed tight

unspoken thoughts

your mind

your communal audience
isolation

Make room
from you—
rself

I keep you—

hidden

Make room

I am your undying wish,
held hostage.
POETRY | JUDY MCAMIS
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To Own an Old House
There are things in that paper that nobody knows but me, or ever will.
— Charlotte Perkins Gilman, “The Yellow Wallpaper”

The fireplace has disappeared,
but not the chimney, and smoke
still lingers in the plaster.

Remnants of old fires left little
holes in the walls painted over
they provide texture, something

to hold. I think some hapless woman
jumped feet first into the yellow,
binding her, forever, to this house

where the wallpaper proudly displays
promises of chariots and instead creates
chains. It is her hair in the plaster that tickles
the back and through the porthole,
once a window, a nail goes. Then a picture,
then a laugh, reverberations in the floor
send out a final warning. Comfort in this
space is consuming. The music of life
being lived outside the paper chamber

sings a soft silky song. She calls me near,
into the paper, with the labyrinthine paths
and dares me to find my way out.

Déraciné
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Wish I Were Here by Ryan LaBee.
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LORNA D. KEACH

sleep in this house when you’re desperate, only
Sleep in this house when you’re desperate, only. Sneak
through the window: the door is rusted shut.
Only when it storms, the sea does not care for screams.
Herons dot the clouds and escape. Seagrass fingers
reach through the sand. You and me we can’t get in.
Dead marlins litter our feet. The storm is ribboned with
lightning and it will get us. How you shiver. Take my hat.
We’ll not shelter in that house, that shack on chicken
legs butt-high to evade the flood, the tidal wave.
Window glass smashed open, the last fools who slept
there, not you and me. Faces stare out and the backs of
heads float. Herons scream murder. I have a sea glass
shard in my hand. We’re all murdered at one point
or another and the house knows that. It stands up in the
wind and it will wash our deaths ashore. We may stay,
but we won’t sleep. Take the old hemp rope (that’s not
sea glass in my hand). Sing me a shanty you know.

POETRY | LORNA D. KEACH
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VITORIA PEREZ

Our Darling, at Rest
When Mamma told Daisy she’d be losing her brother,
ain’t an angel in heaven who’d congregate for her. So
she set to the last thing she’d do for her Edward—

And when the house’s boards would moan and creak,
Daisy brings soup, ladled thick with erratically cut
potatoes—she carries in the newspaper, carrying word
from dusty uptown way over, she brings her needlework—
and she waits, daintily stitching color into the grayish gloom.
She asks her sweat-slicked brother, kneeling low at his
bedside whether the ill still hurts his chest terribly, whether
his phlegm has gone clear from that thick, greenish mess
he’d gathered in the stinking pail by the bed.
She stares as he heaves and sighs, watches the ill
devour, overnight—spinning him thin and sallow,
dark-eyed and skittish—he struggles to
shake his head, sighing,
deflating into a pillow—

Lord, have mercy, I’m tired—she knew—only so much
soup she could bring him, only so many headlines she
could read to make him feel like downtown wasn’t
years away.

And come daybreak she would smooth her skirts and wear upon
her features an alleviating expression, and bear the smell
of the back bedroom in which she knew young Ed would soon
take his last—
and he began to ask her to tell Mamma to tell the men from the
sawmill that it’d always been a pleasure, even if they weren’t the
kindest of souls—and as his chest pressurized and tears found
their way squeezing from his lashes, glassy-eyed Ed turned to
his dear sister Daisy—clutching her fingers in his,
and he begged her to pray for his peace.

POETRY | VITORIA PEREZ
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The Deeper Layer by Sona Sahakian.
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OWOLUSI LUCKY

Questing for Self
Half-moon is exhausting itself into
Unyielding clouds.

A child in me resided in the moon
Looking down into the pond.

Early, he learnt to measure the future
With a line.

He cast a hook into the pond.
The pond froze its face.

In quest for self, a child trusted in
Hook and line.

A drop from eyes of the child
Melted the waves.

POETRY | OWOLUSI LUCKY
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Into the Woods by Clare Griffin.
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MARK GOODWIN

made a father for
a being from
spread-out
fields over

-played with

snow made
a father from
snow’s faces
snow’s
tinsel looks
walk now
with me

old cold and
ground be
close as we
feel hollow
crunks of
snow
-step all

along clean
glinting

motherly vertebrae

POETRY | MARK GOODWIN
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one ear away
from its body

a lost part not
pressed to
ground’s

rumbles in
stead an
ear turned
up

wards to air
with a

full surround
ing of
trees in leaf

an oval ape ear
among kindling as nine
transparent birds
with differing
tinges of clarity
peck

the ear’s
edges

Déraciné
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Shadow Rose
just as light’s lances bent
at today’s fade
and young snow over
ground gathered

pink hope to some self

and pools of inky shadow rose
over the feet of trees

a body my heart’s in saw some me
canter away down a hill to
leave

strange footprints in snow’s
cold solid dream

POETRY | MARK GOODWIN
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they
our days
have laid
out

December’s gaunt body
in the woods now
rain-drop tinselled
and silent but
for drips
& odd

snicks of
snapped
twigs
so

December’s
bones will
take

their place
with birch

-white criss

forgive us
December
us so

led away
by days

Déraciné
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Enigma with Added Fish by Lucia Caruso.
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ALEXANDER ETHERIDGE

How We Lose Ourselves
Late February dark blows in

with a sudden gusting cold,
again claws of cold wind,
and the next page of grief turns—

The next plane of fire burns into
everything, again burning, and no
way back.

A ragged band of crows rises from a
stony, black-winter frost, and again the
seconds grow black.

What happens in our hearts happens to
the world. What’s lost is gone and lost
again—

And we give the road home away.

POETRY | ALEXANDER ETHERIDGE
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ANNE MARIE WELLS

The Orange Glowed
A Burning Haibun1

he climbed light posts as his party trick, stood atop the light shining down on us, his arms out like
christ the redeemer, eyes shut, orange glow dancing across his face as the other girls and i tried to
lure him down with promises that we were already impressed, he could stop wrestling with fate.
one girl, a new girl, i remember, asked does he have a death wish or something? and the yes sat as a
scratch in the back of our throats we gulped down to not cough on it. the boys laughed, cooed like
pigeons walking the cobblestone sidewalks, shook their heads in awe at how daring their friend
was, their idol, if only they could be a statue and not just perched upon a finger pointing to the
clouds. we didn't want to recognize the urge to die when it stared at us from thirty feet up, when
he'd grab his foot behind his back to triumph over the night, over our damned breath. tears battled
my eyelids for escape but i did nothing except fear i was about to stand witness to my friend’s skull
shattering like a failed idea against the pavement. i didn't want to wonder if i was watching him
step closer to a final choice. but it wasn't a fall in the end. a crash. when he failed to navigate a turn
and his pontiac rocketed into the retaining wall in front of a bridge abutment. no seatbelt. allowing
him to finally float away the way he teased and flirted. for years he searched for a particular
permission in his friends’ gaping mouths, and gave it to himself when he never received the thing
he couldn’t ask for, when he couldn’t ever say what he needed to say. he hid the truth beneath an
accident the way we hid the truth in our denial, the way i hide the truth in these lines. his chin
reaching for the moon held his confessions. metaphors heaved from his open sternum. his
daredevil body had been a poem we said we never read. we said we didn’t know. we didn’t know.
we didn’t know.
//

he climbed light posts as his party trick, stood atop the light shining down on us, his arms out
like christ the redeemer, eyes shut, orange glow dancing across his face as the other girls and i
tried to lure him down with promises that we were already impressed, he could stop wrestling
with fate. one girl, a new girl, i remember, asked does he have a death wish or something? and
the yes sat as a scratch in the back of our throats we gulped down to not cough on it. the boys
laughed, cooed like pigeons walking the cobblestone sidewalks, shook their heads in awe at how
daring their friend was, their idol, if only they could be a statue and not just perched upon a
finger pointing to the clouds. we didn't want to recognize the urge to die when it stared at us
from
thirty feet up, when he'd grab his foot behind his back to triumph over the night, over our
damned breath. tears battled my eyelids for escape but i did nothing except fear i was about to
stand witness to my friend’s skull shattering like a failed idea against the pavement. i didn't want
POETRY | ANNE MARIE WELLS
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to wonder if i was watching him step closer to a final choice. but it wasn't a fall in the end. a
crash. when he failed to navigate a turn and his pontiac rocketed into the retaining wall in front
of a bridge abutment. no seatbelt. allowing him to finally float away the way he teased and
flirted. for years he searched for a particular permission in his friends’ gaping mouths, and gave
it to himself when he never received the thing he couldn’t ask for, when he couldn’t ever say
what he needed to say. he hid the truth beneath an accident the way we hid the truth in our denial,
the way i hide the truth in these lines. his chin reaching for the moon held his confessions.
metaphors heaved from his open sternum. his daredevil body had been a poem we said we never
read. we said we didn’t know. we didn’t know. we didn’t know.
.
//

he climbed light posts as his party trick, stood atop the light shining down on us, his arms out
like christ the redeemer, eyes shut, orange glow dancing across his face as the other girls and i
tried to lure him down with promises that we were already impressed, he could stop wrestling
with fate. one girl, a new girl, i remember, asked does he have a death wish or something? and
the yes sat as a scratch in the back of our throats we gulped down to not cough on it. the boys
laughed, cooed like pigeons walking the cobblestone sidewalks, shook their heads in awe at how
daring their friend was, their idol, if only they could be a statue and not just perched upon a
finger pointing to the clouds. we didn't want to recognize the urge to die when it stared at us
from
thirty feet up, when he'd grab his foot behind his back to triumph over the night, over our
damned breath. tears battled my eyelids for escape but i did nothing except fear i was about to
stand witness

1A

Burning Haibun is a poetic form invented by torrin a. greathouse consisting of a prose poem followed by a haibun created from an
erasure of the original poem.
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Shed by Steve Patterson.
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PETER J. KING

Black Dog*

I glimpse
its slinking form
that’s almost lost in darkness
in the tangled wood

I feel a skeletal relief
that it’s not at my back
for once
not sniffing at my footsteps
shortening my pace
and breath
and making what is past
as terrifying as
the future

*After a painting of the same name by

POETRY | PETER J. KING
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Intangible Reality by Sona Sahakian.
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UCHIMURA KAHO

Four Tanka for Winter — a Japanese Yokai
snowy day
voice calls out from behind
I see woman
standing alone
雪の日に
背後から声
振り向けば
女が一人
佇んでいる
the inhumanly beautiful
snow woman
whispers “Please
hold my child”
美しき
日本の妖怪
雪女
「我が子抱いて」と
男に迫る
heavier and heavier
the child becomes
I sink and buried
under the snow
抱えし子
石地蔵より
重くなり
男は沈み
雪に埋もる
no one knows
my frozen body
in this snowbound
northern village
凍死体
村の人々
知らぬまま
春の雪解け
訪れるまで

POETRY | UCHIMURA KAHO
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K.R. EVERETT

All I Could Do

I

died here. Once. Peeled bone and cracked skin exposed in a choppy mosaic scattered about
the shore. This was back when kids danced on dares, skipping rocks across the river Styx and
looking for fragments in the sand.

“I found one, I found one!” I can hear the voices still. A crude shout erupting from a boy as
he picked up a shard of broken shell. “Look, look, look what I found!” He’d held it up proudly
before the ooo’s and aaa’s of starstruck children, each an accomplished detective in their own
respect. The irony of looking for death in the sand was lost on us then.

“Can I see, Nell? I wanna hold it. Let me see, Nell!” The girl, whose flat nose and sharp eyes,
bubbling, still haunt me. She hopped up and down, scattering sand to the wind and flapping her
small fists like pepper shakers.
“Hold on, Zo. Bones are delicate; I can’t let you hold it.”

One knit brow and ruffled nose later and her pout was complete; she had fought with her
face to hold her anger on display, but with a flick on the nose it was all over. She could never stay
angry. She was always too young to stay angry.
“Cool it, Zo. I can’t let you hold it, but I’ll still let you see it.”

Like the flip of a switch, the picture changed, and teeth replaced wrinkles as Zo bounced
against the sand before Nell.

“Show me, show me, show me!” Each hop landed with a puff and a promise of another
show me as Nell kept the shell hidden behind fingers plump with fat. “Show me, show me, show
me!”
Each of Nell’s fingers popped up slowly, unveiling the small piece of shell that had been
chipped away from itself.

“Wow, wow, wow! I can’t believe you found a real human bone. You’re the greatest, Nell.
The greatest!”

He was the greatest. I was the greatest…back then. Back when Nell was Nell and childhood
came as easy as the nicknames she gave us. Back when Nell was what they called me, and Zo was
part of the they who called.
Back before I died and all that was left was Nelson. Before the whispers started and the
words blowing past all began with Did you hear what happened? or About that boy…

How could it not be my fault when I was there too? I used to sit here, hear the words
blowing about me, and all I could do was agree. I watched. When the waves washed over her.
When she vanished beneath the salt and foam. All I could do was watch, but all I did was watch.
So it’s my fault.

I’m here every day now, twelve years since Nell became Nelson, but it feels like I haven’t
been here at all. Not on the shore, but instead beneath the salted waves that lap against the sand
beneath me. Sometimes I can even see her, skin pale and cold. We’ll struggle together. Both our
faces contorting, lungs ablaze, and as she reaches out for me, so too will I reach for her. Maybe
our hands would even touch.
FICTION | K.R. EVERETT
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I think about it a lot. How I could have dived in, an act of heroism on my face. I could have
been Nell forever. But it’s too late now. All I did was watch. She became Zo forever beneath the
salt, just a ways off the shore, and I stayed safe above the sands.
This is my grave, overlooking hers, where I am the headstone. And all I can do is watch.

Déraciné
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Headless Angel by KC Bailey.
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A.M. HENRY

An Artificial Heart

O

ne day in October, Jesse woke up late. When he got to his bus stop on Georgia Avenue, he
let two 70 buses roll by. They were older, had larger capacity, and made more stops, but
they still would have taken him to his office on time. He waited for the small and sleek 79
Express to roll up and climbed on. For the first time ever on his morning commute, he found a
seat.

Jesse showed up to work a little after 10. He waited for his supervisor or a coworker to say
something, but no one did.
To finish his work for the day, he stayed just past 6:30, and a few people passed by his
desk as they left: “Burning the midnight oil there, Jesse!” or “You’re making us all look bad!”
He had a seat on the bus home, too, and that decided it.



By 9:45 each morning, Georgia Avenue became itself again. As the bustle of harried professionals
bursting out of their renovated row houses winnowed, the barbershops and corner stores flipped
over their OPEN signs. Groups of men pulled folding tables out on corners to play cards, bundling
up as fall trickled into winter.
On a November morning, one of the first startingly cold days of the year, Jesse’s ears
prickled in the soft wind as he sat at the bus stop. He rewrapped his scarf to cover more of his
face, and she appeared like a magic trick. She was sitting next to him, though he’d neither seen
her coming nor felt her weight or warmth on the bench next to him.
He jumped a little and, embarrassed, offered a quick laugh. “Sorry. You startled me.”

“Oh, no,” the woman said absently, waving a hand at him as if to say, don’t worry about it.

Usually, he was alone at the bus stop or in a heaping crowd of people where there was no
sense in making small talk. But with just one person sitting next to him, he felt the urge to chat
scratching up his throat. He guessed it was something genetic, something his mother had given
him—a woman who, his father always said, never met a stranger. One of Jesse’s most vivid
memories of his mother was grasping her hand at the supermarket with both of his, dragging all
of his weight on her wrists, pleading to leave the store while she gracefully ignored him and
continued her conversation with a woman she’d met in the produce section. Jesse remembered
hearing her asking the produce woman, “So this was your first or second marriage?”
But the woman at the bus stop stared straight ahead, her hands tucked into her pockets,
and so he said nothing. He admitted to himself that she was pretty, if out of place. Her coat was
long, as was her brunette hair, which tumbled over her shoulders. She wore a little red beret on
her head.
When the 79 rolled to a stop in front of them, Jesse stood and gestured for the woman to
walk ahead of him into the bus. She waved her hand again to dismiss him with a quick smile.

Jesse couldn’t help it. “Really? You’re taking the 70?” It was the only other bus that came to
this stop, which differed meaningfully from the 79 only in that it stopped every two blocks
instead of every six.
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In response, she let out a louder laugh, this one dancing like windchimes, and Jesse
boarded the bus.



He didn’t think about her again until three days later, when he arrived at the bus stop and she
was already seated on the bench. She wore a different coat, still long, and the same red beret.

It came up like bile, hot acid shooting out of his throat: “Imagine seeing you here again!”
“Oh,” she said, with a little laugh and nod.

He immediately felt guilty. The poor woman, many years younger than him, surely
thought he was hitting on her. He wished he could tell her he wasn’t that kind of guy; he’d
stopped picking up women ages ago. It had been years since he’d even kissed one.

He sat down on the bench as far away from her as he could and pulled out his phone,
writing himself an email filled with nonsense words.



Jesse’s mother had died separately and quickly. His parents were having one of their arguments
that started off playful and then escalated. Their tempers rose and flared, and then his mother
went to one of her sisters’ houses for a few hours, and then she came back, and his parents
laughed together late into the night. Jesse was always certain his mother would return because
his father was always certain of it. His father would let a quick sigh out of the corner of his mouth
and then find a chore to occupy himself with. Jesse usually found Rufina, their tabby cat named
after a woman his mother lived with in Spain years before he was born, and coaxed her to lie on
his back while he lay prone on the couch. The sound of her purring and the beat of her heart
pulsing against his calmed and distracted him.
But one doggedly hot summer day, his mother didn’t return. Instead, his aunt called. He
was ten, and everyone told him it was “bad blood.” In junior high school, his father finally used
the words “blood clot,” and in college, he’d understood it was a pulmonary embolism. A
disastrous concert performed by heart and lungs.



Jesse always volunteered to do office coverage on the dates bookending holidays. The Tuesday
before Thanksgiving, he knew he would be one of the only people in the office, and parts of the
city felt abandoned. It was a steely gray morning, and he arrived at the bus stop even later than
usual.

He begrudgingly revisited his competing plans for Thanksgiving Day. One option was an
invitation from his boss to her family gathering in Baltimore. His college friend Dwight also
invited him to what had long been a Friendsgiving for various holiday orphans, but now featured
Dwight’s wife and two elementary-aged children. And Jesse had his sofa and television and a few
nontraditional dishes he liked to make, himself. He’d committed to nothing, hoping he could
disappear into his English basement without notice.
“I’ve been waiting for you,” the woman with the red beret said.

He jerked out of his state of concentration and looked at her, wide-eyed.
“I was here first,” he said, shaking his head.
She laughed and sat down next to him.
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“I knew it was you,” she told him. “Even all bundled up.”

Jesse took her in again. She had that sting of familiarity that some people carry because
they maybe could have been anyone. A B-list actress; a girl he’d vaguely dated in college; a
composite of the women flooding out of the SoulCycle classes they took after work on 14th Street,
steam rising in plumes off their bodies as they walked into the cold night air.
But no, he didn’t know her. He was certain.

“I think you’re confusing me with someone else,” he said with a friendly smile. Something
his father always did: corrected people with confident kindness. Apart from his aunts, no one had
ever disliked his father.
“No,” she said. She brought a gloved finger to the point where his neck met his jaw. On
instinct, he flinched. She remained still. It was a spot, there on the right side, that his mother used
to nuzzle when she put him to bed. She told him it was where he still smelled like an infant,
where she could kiss him and pretend he was still a baby. By seven, he pushed her away, and she
would laugh, throw her hands up. “Okay, okay, you’re not a baby, I know.”
Jesse felt numb as the 79 sputtered to a cacophonous stop in front of them, but he
managed to find his feet and hop onto it.



They’d gone one after the other. His mother, Rufina, his father. The summer before fifth grade
was defined by the new and hazy absence of his mother. He remembered it as a wavy spot of
humid air. He’d kept Rufina in his bedroom all summer to sleep with, even though he sweat
through the sheets in the soupy heat. He’d had to lure her with cat treats the first few nights, but
soon she settled into her new bed, that spot on his back.
Rufina had trained him for his father: he’d tried to love her out of sickness when the vet
told them her body was failing, only to learn the limits of fiercely wanting. “She’s an old girl,” his
father had said. “It’s best to let her go.” Jesse, in the last weeks of eighth grade, pleaded for more
time, and the vet sent them home with a prescription to ease her symptoms. He could only
endure a few days of her suffering before surrendering her to her end.
Jesse’s last year of college, his father said, by way of apology, “Soon they’ll give all of us
with bad tickers artificial hearts.” It was over the phone, but Jesse could see his father forming a
fist, tapping it twice gently onto his chest. “We just have to make it that long.”

Of course, his father hadn’t—barely made it to the end of the year. That holiday season
was “the last Thanksgiving with him” and “the first Christmas without him.” Jesse had to leave
behind the final year he was alive with his father so quickly, had gripped onto December as
tightly as he could, and still the calendar turned. He wished for himself an artificial heart, one that
would steel him from the diseases that burned in his blood from both his parents, one that would
stop anyone else from getting out.



Neither Dwight nor his boss followed up on their open Thanksgiving invitations, and so Jesse
settled in for a long weekend. Though there was plenty to distract himself with between
watching television, cooking, and maintaining his regimen of nightly push-ups and morning pullups, he thought of the woman almost relentlessly right from the moment he locked up the office
for the holiday break.
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It was strange that she’d touched him, yes, but there was something else mesmerizing and
disturbing about her. Maybe it was just the presence of another off-cycle commuter, he reasoned.
On Wednesday morning, he purchased bags full of groceries to make himself a holiday
meal of pad thai, caramel brownies, and spinach dip. They were all things he’d taught himself.
The recipes he’d grown up with, he’d found, no longer had any taste. After he finished putting the
groceries away, he sat on the couch with the idea of reading the newspaper, but instead stayed
static, thinking of the strange woman.
He brought his hand to the spot on his neck where she’d touched him, half expecting it to
burn or have changed shape. It was a part of his body he rarely noticed except for shaving and
washing, one of the most forgettable pieces of his anatomy. It was strange, he thought, but when
she’d pressed her finger gently onto his skin, he was overwhelmed with the smell of his mother.
It wasn’t coming from the woman, though; it was the smell of the wind, the new scent of the city.
After a while, he went into the bathroom and lifted his chin, staring in the mirror at his
neck. And there was a new and undefinable splotch, a darkened spot of skin, a large and light
freckle. Narrow and curved, like a finger or smiling lips.



There was no one at the bus stop for the entire week after Thanksgiving. Each morning, he
walked there with a sinking combination of hope and dread that she would be waiting for him.
He’d thought of at least a dozen possible things he would do, ranging from watching from the
street corner to see if she ever boarded a bus to telling her to keep her hands to herself. Most
scenarios included a line of questioning: How did she think she knew him? Where had she come
from? What had she done to him?



He’d not meant to stop dating. He still thought about women, but no longer in a way that inspired
pursuit. It was something that had fallen out of him for good when he landed in DC, where he
moved for a job after graduate school. He’d gotten his master’s degree right after college, hurtling
from finals to his father’s bedside to his final semester. Plowing straight through to another
university seemed the best distraction. There, he’d wound his way through a short series of
women, but had been a distant companion to them, losing interest almost pathologically.
Whenever he held them, he could feel his blood thickening, his heart slowing. He could feel his
own absence more than their presence, his fated end coming for them. It was, perversely,
empathy that made him reject the women, always to their confusion and anger. He didn’t know
how to tell them they hadn’t done anything wrong and they’d never have been able to do
anything right.

Now his life was perfectly packaged. He could bear every day of it, and it could be easily
cleaned up when he was done with it. His exit, whenever it came, would be seamless; there would
be no surprises, no loose ends.



It was Tuesday the following week, when there was another traveler at the bus stop. It wasn’t
her, though. It was a different woman altogether.

She was much older, shorter, her shoulders crouched. In fact, she was utterly ordinary.
The only thing Jesse took note of was the red scarf on her head. His mother had worn one
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occasionally, when it was rainy or windy and she’d just done her hair. He thought of how his
mother would be an old woman by now, too.
Still, he felt his pulse quicken when he sat down on the bench beside her.
“Hello,” she said.

He stared straight ahead, willing himself to ignore her, but he couldn’t help it. “Hello.”

“Cold outside!”

“It’s December,” Jesse said.

He refused to look at her. She laughed, and the sound unnerved him. It was too young for
her, too lyrical. He jerked his head to look at her. She smiled broadly, familiarly.

It was like hypnosis, the way his eyes were drawn to hers, draped in sagging skin. She
looked at him with such enormous tenderness he could hardly bear it, but he also could not look
away. He thought maybe they’d been together in a dream once, part of a cosmic, unconscious
dance.

The 70 clattered up in front of them, exhaling a burst of exhaust. She gave him a gentle
nod, and he wanted to shake his head, tell her this wasn’t his bus, he was strictly a 79 guy, but he
understood her signal to be more direction than suggestion.
“Will you be here tomorrow?” he said. He was surprised to hear how thin, how desperate
his voice sounded.
“Have a nice day,” she told him and watched him board the bus.



It took him hours to fall asleep that night. All his usual tricks failed him: a lukewarm shower, a set
of push-ups, watching TV, drinking a cup of tea. Though he knew it would yield nothing, he was
compelled to climb out of the basement and go to the bus stop to see if the old woman was there,
her red scarf scraping against the early winter wind.
In the morning, he was deliriously tired—a sinking exhaustion that slowed his motor
functioning and scrambled the thoughts inside his head. Still, he was anxious to get to the bus
stop.

He’d suspected it would happen but still felt something wash over him, emptying him out,
when he saw that the bus stop was vacant. He watched four 70 buses and two 79s go by until he
finally accepted neither of the women were coming.



He’d meant to do so many things before turning thirty and then before turning forty. Moving
above-ground and maybe even buying a house. Traveling on from so many years at a middling,
low-paying job and finally making something of himself. Figuring out how to be with a woman for
good. But just like all the other things he’d not intended to happen, he only got older.
A map of his life could be drawn in four or five places with little differentiation. Any
loneliness he felt was a dull, almost imperceptible ache that sometimes made itself known in
quiet but fierce ways. There was a cat that lived in the rat-infested alley behind his house, and
sometimes when he saw her—so small to be so resilient—he was overcome with the impulse to
go pick her up. He knew it would be all claws and hissing, that he had no place taking her out of
her home, and knowing he couldn’t have her overwhelmed him with grief.
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Or right after a thunderstorm, when the clouds cleared and the damage was done. When
the grass was still soaking and everything smelled damp, but birds were beginning to chirp again.
The audacity of the sun to shine like it was just another clear, bright day made him cripplingly
sad.



There she was. Jesse saw the red scarf flapping against the wind, a signal flag in the otherwise
grayscale morning. He was afraid the old woman would board a bus before he got to her, but he
slowed himself from jogging there. His heart thudded, and his palms began to feel clammy—he’d
protected his life from excitement for so long that he’d forgotten what it felt like. How
anticipation could make the distance between you and your destination thousands of feet longer.

When he finally arrived at the bus stop, he sat down next to her. She felt like a magnet. He
wanted to be embraced by her, to burrow himself into her winter coat. But she looked at him and
gave him only a nod, a playful little smile on her thin lips.
“Where are you going?” he said. After it was in the open, he wished he’d picked a different
question.
“I’m enjoying the fresh air. Aren’t you?”

His jaw shivered and his tongue felt tight in his mouth. “It’s December,” he said. Again, he
realized.
“Your bus is almost here,” she said.

He turned his head to the left but saw no sign of the 79 on the street, now clearing of its
rush-hour buildup.
“Are you getting on it?”

“No,” she said. “This is my last stop.” She paused a beat before laughing. “I told you,” she
said, pointing a finger north.

Jesse turned to look and, indeed, the 79 came hurtling down Georgia Avenue, speeding in
the absence of traffic. As he reluctantly stood up to board, he felt warmth on his back, and
realized it was her hand, and remembered how rarely he touched anyone anymore. It was
electric and gentle. He felt it radiate down his spine and across all the muscles in his back, up his
neck and into his cheeks.

“You’re a good boy,” she said, and he could not bear to look at her because he understood
he would never see her again.



Jesse left work early. He shot off a quick note that he was feeling under the weather, then bolted
out of the office just after noon. He called a car to take him home, and as soon as he had his
basement apartment door unlocked, he began shedding his coat and button-up and undershirt.

He raced into the bathroom and turned so his back was facing the mirror, then craned his
neck as far to the right as he could, trying to hook his chin over his shoulder. A fierce inhale
because it was there, and he was certain it hadn’t been before. Larger than the spot on his neck,
wider. Longer. It was hard to tell from the angle, but he squinted and tried to see the imprint of a
cat’s body in the shape.
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Days passed with no one else at the bus stop. He went to work and stared at a blank computer
screen, accomplishing nothing. By the third week in December, he was going to work solely for
the commute, hoping to find another woman, the third puzzle piece he knew with absolute
certainty was waiting for him.

He did not sleep all of Monday night. He paced his small living room, pushing himself to
remember every physical detail of both women, hunting for clues as to what message they were
conveying to him, what they were readying him for.

Tuesday morning, no one was at the bus stop, and he nearly forgot he was still supposed
to go to work. His coworkers’ frivolity was maddening, none of them aware of the strange magic
happening east of Rock Creek Park. Each time he went to the bathroom, he lifted his chin to make
sure the mark was still there. He wasn’t sure why, but he’d come to believe that if the marks
disappeared, so too would his chance to find the third woman at the bus stop.

He did not sleep Tuesday night, either. In college he’d pulled all-nighters, but never two in
a row, and the dizzying mania of it was new to him. It offered him a more creative window to
problem solve, and as dawn began to creep through the hopper windows, the sun blanketed him
with clarity on what would happen when the final woman brought a soft fist to his chest.



On Wednesday morning, the sky was clear. The air felt sharp and clean as he took a deep inhale,
setting out toward the bus stop. Today is the end of the crescendo, he’d thought during the
sleepless night before, lying on his bedroom floor, looking up at the ceiling. Today is the explosion
of cymbals.
His heart kept the pace for him as he walked, his jaw tight and his eyes set on the bus
shelter.

He saw color before shape, red before body. Larger than a beret or even a scarf—this was
an entire red coat, and he laughed out loud to himself at how right he’d been, how obvious the
universe had made it that today, everything would come together.

He was only a little thrown to realize, as he got closer, that the third, red-coated figure was
a man. He had a University of Maryland beanie tucked over his ears and was pacing the length of
the bus shelter.
“Morning,” he said, with a quick glance at Jesse.
Jesse grinned. “I’m here.”

The man looked at him, his head tilted a little to the right, and laughed.

“Me too. Barely. I overslept,” he explained.

Jesse nodded—he understood this clue: the morning he’d overslept in October had led
him to the first woman. He faced the man, his hands in his coat pockets, and smiled faintly.
“You okay, man?”

Jesse laughed. “Of course.”

“Cool,” the man said. He brought his hands up to his mouth and blew on them, then
rubbed them together.
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Jesse did the same, wondering if this was an invocation. He could feel his heartbeat
quickening, his shoes anxiously tapping against the cement. He was ready for whatever came
next.

To speed things up, he unzipped his coat. The man stepped closer to the curb and craned
his head to the north, like Jesse used to do when he worried about getting to work on time.
“Just do it,” Jesse said, when the man turned back to him.
“Sorry?”

“You can go ahead,” Jesse said. He unbuttoned his dress shirt and felt an icy breeze
through his thin undershirt. Soon, he knew, it would be warm.

“Um,” the man said, looking up and down the empty sidewalk now. “I think maybe there’s
a misunderstanding.”
Jesse laughed—they’d all been so cryptic with him, and yet he’d understood them all. “It’s
okay,” he said. “I’m ready. Take me.”
“Take you?” the man said. “Sir, I’m just trying to catch the 70.”
“No one takes the 70,” Jesse said and laughed again.

The man sighed and let his hands drop to his sides. Jesse grinned and thrust his chest out,
ready for the imprint of a fist, knocking center-left on his chest.

hand.

The man blinked and shook his head. Jesse closed his eyes and reached out for the man’s
“Dude, what the fuck!” the man cried, jerking his arm away.
But Jesse’s grip was stronger.

“We’re almost there,” Jesse said. “I’m ready. I’m ready.”

“Get off!” The man stepped backward, but Jesse stayed attached to his arm, understanding
this was his feat of strength, the final challenge.
“No, it’s okay,” Jesse said. “I know. I understand.”

“Get off!” the man shouted, yanking his arm loose and shoving Jesse away from him, one
palm right there, right where the artificial heart would go, the other on Jesse’s right shoulder.

Jesse stumbled back, spilled out onto Georgia Avenue, gazing up at that clear sky, smiling
as it welcomed him.
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Saruman by Charles March.
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FARIEL SHAFEE

That Day as It Was, Almost

T

he sound is there as it was the day before. It continues for a while, and then stops for
moments before it starts all over again. It is a man, Jane thinks. He moans. The sound
comes from the north, possibly from far away.

It is past midnight. The room is like the immovable hollow belly of a newly deceased
creature. Jane can almost smell the rotting flesh. She can hear a small bug, perhaps trapped
somewhere. This room will surely kill this bug too, sometime.

But the moaning creature is suffering outside. His voice is muffled. Yet Jane knows he is in
terrible pain. Perhaps he lies in a pool of blood in the woods. Maybe he has been stabbed. He
sounds soft and stern, like a victim and a hunter at once, almost like Adam.

Adam was her brother. He was sweet to her. He used to get her bugs and little pebbles
from the shore. He was also wily and naughty. One day, he tore up her story books. Another time,
he threw away her Barbie doll. The adult Adam was supposed to make a wooden cage for her
parakeet before Christmas. But he did not return home. If he asked for help in his final moments,
no one listened.

Jane knows that the woods are dangerous. They spring from the ground like a shapeless,
mushy array. Little and large creatures prowl and fly in between the living boughs. Not all of the
beasts are friendly. Her neighbor, Joe, took out his rifle once to chase a wandering brown fox. The
animal was small, but Jane had disliked it at first sight. The eyes were sly and angry. There was
something dirty and abominable about the fur, though it hung out like a tightly fitted stole. Joe
did not find the fox. Instead, he saw some dead birds lying near a small puddle. The bodies had
started to rot. Something had bitten into their necks.
But Jane thinks of her brother and gets up, puts on her red robe and cotton slippers, and
walks out to the porch. She is sleepy still, and the narrow road is foggy. She is thirsty, but the
moan returns, and she feels a dull pain in her head. Far to the north, where some small
silhouettes are perching upon the electric wire, there is a green light. The light is dim and hazy.
But it creeps into the fog like the moan tries to reach into the weaving of her existence.

She sits for a few moments and then walks up to the back of the house, where the woods
start. A strong, pungent smell reeks from within the bushes. She feels nauseous and gasps for air,
and then walks back to the roadside.

The green light is larger now, as though a spaceship is hovering atop her head. But there is
nothing there except for some dust. In that light, a small something shines below. Jane bends in
and picks up the object. It is the size of a dime and has several holes. It is a button from a jacket—
perhaps a coat or uniform.



When Jane wakes up into a Monday morning that is about to roll into an afternoon, she still feels
the headache. She is very late for work, which principally consists of stuffing envelopes and
returning phone calls. It is hopeless to try to card in before the staff meeting. Mary will have to
return the calls allotted for Jane. She will be furious. Jane still rings up Mary. Mary feels bothered.
But she is helpless. Jane’s sick voice echoes back to her over the phone. The law provides for sick
leaves even if others suffer.
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Jane gets a large mug of coffee—extra strong and bitter, which almost burns her tongue—
and then she walks up to the garage. Her bluish 2001 sedan is old and diseased. Sometimes, she
simply takes the bus from the stop two blocks away. But the drive this time will be long. Google
Maps tells her she would need three whole hours. The traffic, however, is always worse than the
average once the city is close.

The house she stops at is old and shabby, with shades of moldy gray popping out of a
gaudily jovial chrome on the old walls. The building is seven stories tall. The stairs open up to the
worn-out street, where a group of children are playing catch. The area is cheap. The people are
unhappy, clad in coarse fabric and smelling of low-end beer and perfumes. When they laugh, Jane
detects the sarcasm in those bursts of sound as she waits in front of the doorway. Perhaps they
are making fun of life.

This is where Adam lived in his final years. “It’s horrible. I will get mugged,” he would
swear. But he would utter those words just like the others who lived there did too. So, he
belonged. He belonged in all the bustle, all the struggle, the disappointments.

Jane does not try to rationalize the death. She has no political opinion, only a looming
sadness that engulfs her mind. Is she waiting for him today? Is she hoping that he returned? No
one found his body.
“Hey, stop.”

Jane does not know when she stepped out of her vehicle. She is inside the hallway from
where the ancient stairs spiral into some unknown quarters. The boy was looking at her first. His
eyes were large and dark. They sparkled. But there was a nasty tinge of sarcasm in him. She felt
the fox in the human face.

The child was there still, she was sure, at the entrance, or perhaps in the street in front of
the house. Then she felt somebody run, just like that fox did. It was an instinct—the animal gut
sense. He disappeared quickly, as though he had dispersed into dust and cobwebs that invaded
the hallway. But Jane remembers those eyes again when she stands still. She also remembers that
red coat the boy was wearing. There was something wrong with that coat. It was larger than his
body, and it was made of expensive flannel. It had shiny metal buttons. Jane can remember
clearly—it was the third button that was missing.

Jane closes her eyes and hears a muffled sound. This time, it is the ocean. The Atlantic is
not too far away. But is the ocean really this loud today? She looks out through the window and
the ocean is gone. Then it is back somewhere in her head, and she feels sleepy, belted into her
seat. The car is still, but she sees the ocean and feels drenched. She can taste the salt in the
breeze, and she can hear faint lullabies. She is floating now. She is floating like a child. The child is
sleeping in a sac filled with saline fluid. That child is safe. It sleeps and listens. But then that sac
starts biting the baby. All at once, the little child wants to shout out loud, but it cannot. There is
no air inside that sac. The blood is all poisoned, and it rushes into his cells. The air that pumps in
oxygen is gone. Jane is drowning in the sea. “Don’t do it, mommy,” she hears. That child can speak
into her head. But she does not hear anything soon. Something is pulling her into a realm where
nothing exists.



At midnight, the moaning is back. The neighborhood is asleep. Jane feels nauseous. But this time,
it is a strong, sweet smell that makes her feel that way.
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She walks to the backyard. The moon is bright above head, and the trees look a lot more
real, benign.

As the smell grows stronger, she starts walking towards a large tree with many
asymmetrical branches that grow out like a monster’s fingernails. There is something behind that
tree. Maybe it is a special type of deer. But the silhouette gets bigger. She can now feel those eyes.
Soon, she sees them shine. Is it that fox or it is that boy? Either way, Jane wants that creature to
go away for good, and so she walks into the woods.
The boy soon starts to scurry into the nooks that host the many species of flies. “Stop!”
Jane shouts. But he keeps moving into the depths, where the squirrels disappeared for good.

How old was he? Seven, eight? Maybe ten. That other child had died a decade back. Would
he be almost like this boy? Would that child have hated her for trying to kill herself? That was her
right to die, though. It was also the right thing to die. Only she did not die. The baby was dead.
When the fox-child disappeared in the darkness, the moon too was obscure. The minute
reflections from the ground and the musty bark painted a wild blooming of leaves, bugs, and
rodents. But Jane knew that place. She knew the smell of old oak and of rotting rats mingled with
the overwhelmingly sweet smell that emanated from the large scarlet flowers that grew upon the
damp bark. She remembered the yellow fog and the dark thick liquid.
It was the marsh where she had buried the past. She did not know why that shadow had
brought her here. What was left after the incessant rains and the trampling march of time? There
was nothing but a skeleton.

But it came creeping through the small holes between the swinging trees and it came
riding on the sweet air. It came peeping through the clouds, and when the clouds moved out and
the leaves swung violently in the roaring air, what she saw floating on that black marsh was not a
stack of bones, but a body.
She still remembered the coat. It was red and long, thick and soft, just as it was some
decade back.

The man looked almost like Adam—the same eyes, the dimple. He smiled like him. It was
creepy at times. But he made her laugh as well. He made her ski. They climbed upon the
mountain together. Then they hurried into the bedroom and dug inside the comforter in the
frosty nights. He smelled like raw strength and gentleness. She was happy. But then he was brutal
too. He hit her when she said no. Then he locked her in. Jane did not leave. She followed him into
the wilderness. Why she did that was a mystery to herself. Did she crave the harshness too? Did
she enjoy the thrill, the call to breaking norms?
Jane inhaled the sweet forest air. It smelled like this also that night. Her hand was bruised.
Her shirt was torn. She was weeping in her room.
“Jane!”

The shout had come from the north.

He did not go away. He was there still. He had sworn that he would leave town and never
see her again. He had conveyed boastingly that he had found a job, a good one that would pay him
stacks of money in a shiny city. But he was back, like he always was. He lingered like a ghost that
floated in with the voice. Near the marsh, that day, on a mossy rock he stood, his face still
obscure. He almost looked like Adam from behind, but he was brutal and stark.
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“Jane!” he had shouted again. Then he had walked on like this child did. He did not stop.
He did not apologize. He just walked deep into the woods.

Jane remembers that shout, and the moan. She remembers the pain in her swollen hand,
the puffy eyes and the anger. She remembers the hurt and humiliation. She also remembers the
shot.
“Oh, someone’s cooking pigeons tonight!” Joe had sighed.

Did the corpse look almost like Adam? She had shot him from behind the large oak tree.
Jane did not see him die. She did not wait.
“Adam!” Jane murmurs as the body, preserved in the marshy acid, taunts her.
“Adam!” she shouts.

No one hears. A few birds flutter and leave. Perhaps the child laughs from behind those
shrubs.
“I killed you,” she mumbled. “Did I?”

The body is face down in the dark, thickened pool.

“It wasn’t you,” she declares. “I had a nightmare, and that’s all.”

The ground is soft and amorphous. It refuses entry into the time hole and guards the
secret well, though the snippet from that day floats.
“I will see if it is you.”

She breaks down a half-rotten bough and then pokes the body, pushes it, and then pivots
it off its equilibrium.
back.

“You died in the war,” she sobs. “The brutal war.”

The body does not wish to look at her, to reveal the truth. It moves away and then falls

Finally, the man shifts. The hair falls in the back, drenched and stiffened, and the stained
clothes stare, as though a zombie had returned to claim life. But the jungle is still obscure, clad in
a light veil of ambiguity.

Jane has to see that face. She waits a minute and then another. She waits until the clouds
clear. Then she waits until the night passes.
At last, the sun peeps in.

The jungle does not reveal all the mysteries it preserves in its leafy pockets and in its dark
holes. But light falls on the body, on the neck, and on the head. The man is there.
Jane does not laugh. She does not cry. She does not find her peace. An ant army marches
past a shallow trail. She does not know who that man is. The ants have eaten his face up. He was
faceless before some prowling beast dragged him into the pitch-black bog.
But the teeth are there in the jaw, and he grins at her like her past does.
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One Path Leads Inward by Bill Wolak.
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JOHN STADELMAN

Live Forever

Y

ou know the story. A driver on an empty road. A hitchhiker. The driver pulls over, asks
where the hitchhiker is going. “Up the road,” they’ll say, and they say it like the driver is
dreaming, that helping them is as natural as picking up a friend.

Riding along, the driver tries to make conversation. But the hitchhiker’s response remains
dreamspeak.
In this story, they say, I can’t do this anymore. It all hurts all the time, and I don’t know why.
The driver asks, “What hurts all the time?”

The hitchhiker keeps speaking, not to the driver but to himself or to somebody who
should be there but isn’t.
Tomorrow’s Mother’s Day. I should wait. But I can’t…do this anymore.

And then the driver glances at him, the hitchhiker’s silhouetted profile half-there. Skin a
pale glow, eyes that would stretch beyond the headlights’ reach if it was night. But it’s daylight,
glimmering, the washed-out brilliance of North Carolina spring.
In most of these stories, they say something like, “This is where I died.”
But Caleb says, I don’t want to live forever.

Odd then startling movements wrack the hitchhiker, shuddering. His arms twist, crackling
bone to pieces, skin erupts, blood volcanic, and the driver can’t tell which of them is screaming
the loudest.
Caleb shouts, Tree!

The driver slams the brakes and the car shakes to a halt. The passenger seat is empty. And
you’re sitting there listening to the engine hum, aware of the vapid sunlight. It’s just you and
what you hope was a hallucination. You might, if you’d been around here ten years ago, know
about the crooked oak just off the shoulder that looks like it’d taken a hit from a hurricane and
grown back up around the wound. A firetruck-red Accord had smashed into it and thrown Caleb
through the windshield with so much force that when his head hit the trunk, it crushed his neck
down into his back. When the passenger he’d had in the front seat awoke, halfway between alive
and not, the body on the crumpled hood was just that: a body.
I was that passenger.

But most people don’t know this history, and if any have ever tried to find out what
happened and did, they’ve kept it to themselves. I think most people block it out, or pretend it
was a dream.

This was how it stayed, for ten years. Until Wes Jackson, that idiot, picked up a hitchhiker
on Ridge Hill Road.



The first I saw of it was just after New Year’s, on Wes’s rambling Facebook post. The gist: I picked
up a ghost and it’s Caleb Jefferson! Sweat [sic] to god he was a ghost all fucked up like a horror
movie we went by that tree he died at back then and he went all fucking scary and disappeared!
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This ran through a whole comment string. I watched it develop but didn’t contribute.
You’re crazy Wes—Bullshit stop drinking and driving—I saw him too!—Me too!—I thought I
dreamed it but like 5 years ago this one night…


I waited until that Sunday and went out to Ridge Hill Road.

It doesn’t have an official name, just a narrow service road near the Falls Lake state park.
Caleb named it that as a joke, since the area is a leveled-out floodplain, not a ridge in sight. In the
summer the trees wall it in the closer you get to the lake, cracked asphalt and narrow weedy
shoulders dotted by sunlight like glistening coins. But in January, the world’s dead, the forest
bare and open. Sharp branches thumped the roof of my Civic as I eased along the curves. Caleb
wasn’t likely to show; he was more active in the spring. Especially in May, around Mother’s Day.

I came around the last curve and hit the brakes. Two lines of cars ran up the shoulders and
people idled in the middle of the road, bundled up in Carhartts and hoodies, beanies and branded
flat-bills, thick denim and sweats, work boots and Vans.

I pulled in at the end of the line, took them in. Competing sound systems belched out old
screamo songs from back when we were teenagers, mixing with Playboi Carti and Chris Young.
Clouds rose above their heads, their mouths mufflers for vape and weed exhaust.

I got out and joined them, faces from high school and beyond, who I mostly just half paid
attention to on Facebook now, but we all still ended up at the same parties and hit the same bars
in Raleigh and out in the county enough. That old phenomenon where everybody knows
everybody else at least a little bit, usually like them or don’t because somebody wronged
somebody’s friend at some back-then point in time. I’d always been good at staying neutral, and
something in my face makes people want to be my friend. Or it at least puts them at ease, even if
they’re working class—still in Youngsville or Franklinton fixing cars or building houses—while I
had a townhome in Wake Forest funded by a cushy middle-management tech sales job where I
acted like I was somebody else all day.
Just by the cars, I could tell who was here. That included the rust-fucked Chevy pickup
belonging to the authority on the ghost. Appearances are usually deceiving, but sometimes you
can tell the kind of person on sight: Wes Jackson had looked slouched, wasted away, and strung
out since middle school. It contrasted with his boundless energy. He stood in the center of it all,
braying and loud and jacking Budweisers from other people’s cases.

I fell in easy, took an offered beer, and stomped my feet, pretended that this was all part of
the fun.
Somebody asked him, “What’re you gonna do if he shows up?”
“I don’t know,” Wes said. “Give him a ride?”

Somebody else: “You know ghosts aren’t real, right?”

“Hey, I know what I saw. All y’all out here believe me.”
“Shit,” another said, “I’m just gettin’ fucked up.”

Wes spotted me. If he was the authority on Caleb after his death, then I was the one for
when he’d been alive.
“If Caleb ain’t a ghost,” Wes said, “then what’s Nate doing here?”
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Even though they knew I’d been his friend, I don’t think a lot of them remembered that I’d
been in the passenger seat that night. Ten years living like most of us had—unless you got your
shit together—blended all the horror-show fun and the faces and events associated with it all
into a swirled mess.
I wanted to say something like, Paying my respects. Instead, I just said, “Making sure
ghosts aren’t real.”
I found Mara and Carlos at their Ford Edge, watching the exchange, their little boy
nowhere in sight.
“He’s spending the afternoon with his grandparents,” Mara told me.
“No post-church lunch for y’all?”

Carlos raised his beer. “Liquid diet. Gotta start sinning for the week so I have a reason to
go to back next time.”
“Are you okay?” Mara asked me. “It’s kinda fucked up, all of them out here. Like this.”
I leaned up against the side of their car. “Yeah, it is. But I’m here, too.”

“So you think it’s real?”

“C’mon, it’s Wes. If he’s not knowingly full of shit, then he believes whatever he
hallucinated yesterday’s real. So he’s unknowingly full of shit.”
“But what if he’s right? What if Caleb…showed up?”

I didn’t say anything, didn’t want to risk giving away the truth.

“Sorry,” she finally said. “I guess I believe, but y’know…this can’t be easy.”

“Well,” Carlos said, “if Caleb’s ghost’s as shy as he was, then he ain’t showing up with all
these assholes here.” He set his empty can back into the six-pack, said, “Nate, when’s the last time
we got fucked up? Let’s go get fucked up.”



When I got home that evening, smelling of beer and smoke, Amber didn’t bother asking where I’d
been. We’d reached the point where we just went off, came back eventually. I don’t think we’d
been able to have a full conversation since Thanksgiving. But we were still here, sleeping in
different rooms, eating separate meals, pretending to enjoy watching TV together or going out to
parties where we acted like we were still good, even though everybody’d heard our fights and
were waiting for one of us to move out and—the way people are here, all of us—for each of us to
come back on the market.
I hid in the study, which I’d been using for a bedroom. It was supposed to be the nursery,
and I guess in some fit of morbidity I hadn’t done anything about getting rid of the jungle animal
wallpaper or the crib. Just sat scrolling on my phone, trying to ignore the widening presence, a
barbed thing in this house, that kept us in different rooms.
But she braved that presence, came in as far as the doorway. “Hey.”
“Hey.”

“How was your day?”

“All right. Hung out with Carlos and Mara.” A moment later, I added, “Yours?”
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The fucked-up part was that I didn’t really care and hated myself for that. Still tried to
pretend, at least. Thing is that now, I can’t even tell you what she responded with. She leaned
against the doorway, trying as hard as I was to not look guarded, twisting her ring in that nervous
tic that made me anxious.

“I heard about the whole thing with Wes and…Caleb.” She was trying, at least. Which
makes you hate yourself all the more, because the thought of meeting that vulnerability with
your own scares you now, and by tomorrow you’ll be in separate rooms again after a shouting
match. So what was the point?
“Wes is full of shit,” I said. “That’s all.”
“You’re…okay?”

“Okay as ever. Caleb’s been gone a long time. Nothing Wes can do to make it any worse.”

Silence, the barbed thing between us bristling, swelling. I wanted something to say, some
kind of peace offering, but there was nothing left in me for it. Not because I was too drunk-tired
and sad, but because I didn’t know what to say to her or what questions to ask that were safe.
Safe. Things had to be that way now.

She bridged it where I couldn’t. “I feel bad for his mom. For all that to be brought back up
again. Maybe you should give her a call?”
“Maybe.”

Sometime in the early dark of morning, I woke to the animals on the wall moving. Or I
wanted them to move. Just images, though. Same as how the unused cradle in the corner was just
an unused cradle in the corner.



A month later I’d moved back into my parents’ house in Youngsville, looking for somewhere in
Raleigh or, hell, deciding if I wanted the opening in a regional office way down in St. Augustine.
Florida swamplands seemed better than NC hills, during that time. Anonymity, where I could hate
myself and hate her and find some way to stop doing that, in a place that wasn’t laden with the
good times gone.

Story of my life, I should’ve listened to Amber. I didn’t call Tiffany—Caleb’s mom—to see
how she was handling it. Instead, I ran into her at the Harris Teeter in Wake Forest, sometime in
March, when spring had started hinting at itself.
She looked like she was doing okay. In fact, I nearly didn’t acknowledge her but, c’mon,
even if Wake Forest is building up into a suburb of Raleigh it’s still, for the people who’d grown
up here, a small town. You run into someone, you shoot the shit.
Tiffany brought it up first, after we’d gotten into the same checkout line.

“Have you heard what they’re saying about…Caleb?”

“Yeah. I’m sorry. Don’t believe it, okay? That guy, Wes, he’s an idiot.”
“You don’t think there’s a chance?”

The strain in her face, hard to catch but still there. A mild desperation in it.

“Ghosts aren’t real,” I said. “I’ve…been out there before…way before Wes started in on this
crap. I’ve never seen him.”
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Tiffany considered this as the line moved up. She turned back to me and said, “Well, it’s for
the best, then. I don’t like to think that he hasn’t…moved on.”
She’d gotten religion after he’d died, nothing more than what a lot of people have around
here—for some it’s just a Sunday thing, but others can’t get through a full conversation without
bringing up the grace. Most just throw it out every now and then, but Tiffany still surprised me
when she said, “I’ve been praying for him. I’ll do the same for you. I think we both need strength.”

I thanked her out of politeness—that’s what you do—but didn’t say I’d return the favor,
because already lying to her about Caleb was more than enough.



April. We’d finalized the divorce quickly, since we just wanted to be done. I didn’t take the
position in Florida, I think because I knew that I could remain here without ostracizing myself so
far away from family and friends. Found a one-bed near Crabtree Valley, in Raleigh. A whole lot of
free time, but I didn’t go out to Ridge Hill Road. Instead, I tried relearning the guitar, made a
Twitch account that peaked at five followers—all as much for the sake of having something new
and post-Amber as it was to try to keep me from the bars. It worked for a little while. Went on a
weekend trip with friends to see other friends in Asheville, one swirling drunk night spent on a
pullout futon next to a friend who’d seen that I was back on the market and took her shot.
Morning sunlight through the window and a sky blocked out by green mountain slopes. Stuffy
reek of skin and spilled alcohol. Her phone buzzing on the floor under her shorts. I kept blocking
out skin-touch memories from last night and the years before—how her kisses were aggressive
and shallow, not Amber’s slow build-up needing ones, and how afterward we just stayed on
opposite sides of the mattress passing out, no talking or holding. Like it’d been anything other
than that with Amber by the end, anyway.
My leg wasn’t acting up too bad—usually the limp came out in the cold. So I spent that
morning walking around the woods, slopes I got lost on, listening to the wind and sitting out by a
rocky stream. Spring comes to North Carolina as some kind of new-birth promise in the forests,
something I can’t ever really stop believing in. Caleb had always come back alive this time of year,
phasing out of his depressive episodes—except for that last spring, when the things inside of him
refused to leave with the sunlight.
I can’t do this anymore, he’d said. It hurts all the time, and I don’t know why.

His voice had been so flat. Featureless, all the ridges of anger and valleys of immense
sadness leveled over into blank resolve.
Tomorrow’s Mother’s Day. I should wait. But…

I’d been so hurt by losing him that it didn’t click, not until I finally told Amber the full story
and she said it: “He rammed the tree with you in the car? Nate…he was trying to kill you, too.”
I mean, what’s the point? I’m shit, always have been, and nothing’s gonna change that. I’m
not worth loving. Stop fucking lying to me. You just hang out with me because you feel sorry for me.
Maybe I did. He’d never been popular. Hell, with Wes and company on the lookout for his
ghost, more people were interested in him in death than they’d ever been when he was alive.
I’ve always wondered how he’d be if…if he’d survived the crash. Like me? Half there and
trying, mostly just fucking up, but sometimes doing enough good for himself and a few others to
justify keeping at it? Or would he have collapsed into it completely, the drugs and fast life, like
Wes?
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I think he’d have done better than that. He’d been smart—shy, yeah, but he would’ve been
valedictorian. He knew how to do everything: fix an engine or build a deck, ride his skateboard
like it was an extension of his body, explain the chemical processes going through you when you
smoked something real good. He could’ve been a scientist, or an engineer or a pro skater or, hell,
whatever he’d wanted to be.
Instead, he tried to kill me.

And you know what? That time right after the divorce, I kinda wished he had. That I’d
gone through the windshield and hit the tree so hard my neck collapsed into my back and that
he’d been the one to wake up instead, one leg and both arms broken, severe whiplash, to see my
body splayed out over the crumpled hood of the car. He’d have recovered, then gone out and
done something good for the world.

I’d been so shocked the first time I picked him up. It’d been a few months after the
accident, once I’d gotten out of my casts and was in withdrawal from the pain meds—which led
to a winter of oxys bought from Wes—crazed from the pain and couldn’t sleep because I kept
watching his body halt up against the tree, kept smelling the burnt powder of the blown airbags.

I thought I was hallucinating when I saw him standing on the shoulder of the road—
madness, deep grief, withdrawal symptoms. I kept asking him questions, but he didn’t speak. Not
until we were almost there, and those words heard again closed my throat and I couldn’t see
anything other than a body compacted over the hood, bare in the sunlight.
I can’t do this anymore. It hurts all the time, and I don’t know why.

He shuddered and twisted, body breaking next to me in the seat, scrunching and erupting
in blood that didn’t stain me or the dashboard or the seats.
Tree!

Look forward and hit the brakes. Look to the side and he’s gone.

By the time Wes stumbled onto the secret, I’d gone out to see Caleb too many times to
count. Though less often, throughout the years. Especially after marrying Amber, because I just
didn’t need him.



But I went out there again. Late April, and wondrous all around the lake. Those winding twolanes, low bridges scoping over the sun-sheened watery surface with its muddy, cold depths.
Power lines and the scaffolded towers that held them up. Boats and jet skis so small against it all.
Closest thing to mystical that there can be, the spring.

The months before the accident, we’d spent so many afternoons just driving in his car,
listening to all the old-scene screamo, talking about all the deep shit nobody else wanted to
bother with. Coins of sunlight on the narrow blacktop and the windows down, heading to
nowhere because an end didn’t matter, just the drawn-out non-time on the way there.

When I came around that last corner, I expected another Budweiser-fueled get-together,
but the road was empty.
Except for Caleb.

I pulled up, rolled the passenger window down, and we went through all the motions.
Want a ride again, man?
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He got in, still seventeen and lanky, cheeks marked with stubble that was trying its best.
Purple skinnies and a Breathe Carolina tee: the Hello Fascination album cover, white background
blood-splashed with neon. Scuffled Chuck Taylors, black rubber wristbands. Dead-eyed and
blank-faced, part of the dream feel but accurate—all the shit he’d said that night he’d said
deadpan, and that was what had scared me. Made me brace when he hit the gas and stop pleading
because I’d known it was going to happen.
You’d think a ghost would have some kind of smell, gasoline or burnt powder or rot. He
didn’t smell like anything.
We drove on.

So me and Amber are done, I said. Divorce went through a few weeks ago; just me living in
Raleigh again. Guess neither of us could handle losing the kid.
I can’t do this anymore, he droned. It hurts all the time, and I don’t know why.

It’s just so fucking funny, y’know? I said. Neither of us wanted one, not ‘til she was pregnant.
She was more excited than I was, but I was going to raise it the best I could. I mean, shit, man, bad
as it feels for me, what’s she going through? I’d tell you if we’d ever been able to talk about it.
Carrying that life for months, and then you go in for a checkup and it’s just a dead thing in you.
Tomorrow’s Mother’s Day. I should wait, but I can’t…do this, anymore.
I accelerated.

Worst fucking part is that hard as I tried, I couldn’t help her. Couldn’t carry her through it,
couldn’t be patient enough, couldn’t be…enough. That how you felt? Weren’t enough for yourself?
For anybody?
I mean, what’s the point? I’m shit, always have been, and nothing’s gonna change that. I’m
not worth loving. Stop fucking lying to me. You just hang out with me because you feel sorry for me.
Who cares, right? There it was. That bent oak scarred from the wreckage of his fender.
Accelerate, 60 mph. Spring brilliance flashes by into one blob of false promise. You’re just a
fucking record player.
70 mph.

I don’t want to live forever.
80.

I was supposed to be a father.



I eased off the gas, just let the car slow on its own, rolled up to the ass-end of the road where it
tapered out to a copse of kudzu-blanketed pines between here and the hidden beach. Crying, or
the closest thing I could do to it—eyes well up, can’t breathe, then punching the steering wheel
and raging at fucking everything in me. I hadn’t even stopped when he shouted Tree! I knew
there was a fucking tree there. I’d never forget it.

The passenger seat was empty again. I got out and paced, heat from the asphalt rising
through my shoes into the soles of my feet—sweating in this humidity, swatting at mosquitoes. I
nearly hiked through the copse to the hidden beach, just to get that fresh, open, humidity-killing
breeze. But I hadn’t been there in years, and now it seemed vile.
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Tires crunching up by the curve brought me back. That rust-fucked Chevy pickup, ambling
along on its easy way. Wes.
I got back into my car and pulled it around, eased upward. We moved our vehicles around
each other, stopping window-to-window with our passenger tires out on the flat shoulders.
Lamb of God thundered from his speakers. Smoke rolled out as he stuck his grinning head
through the window. “Here’s a fuckin’ surprise.”
“You got nothing better to do?” I said.

Wes pointed to a girl sitting in the passenger seat, slight and young and vaguely gothic,
and I had a flashback to driving Amber out here back in high school.
“Yeah, her!”

She laughed, high and happy, I was sure, to be with such a cool older guy.

“‘Bout you?” he said. “You don’t look like you’re out swimming. Giving Caleb a ride?”
“Nah, dumping a body.”

“Shit, I believe it. You look like you just saw somethin’ fucked up.”

I turned my gaze to the oak and said, “What were you doing out here that night, man?
What reason you got for this in January?”
Wes’s face dropped. “Just chillin’.”

“Which high school were they from? They just buying kush or something exotic?”

“You know I just sell bud now.”

I could’ve pointed out that every party I saw him at, his hands transformed dime bags of
powder into bills like a magic trick. Or I could’ve brought up that the Opana he sold me the winter
after I got out of the hospital nearly killed me. Or that even if the cops couldn’t tie him to it, he
was directly responsible for one fatal OD. Arguably two more.
But I said, “Y’know, Wes, with all the people coming out here looking for a ghost, this isn’t
the best spot for doing shit you don’t want people to know about.”
“Good thing I ain’t doing bad shit. You’d best remember that.”

“‘Course I do. I’m just giving you a friendly heads-up. This’s a service road. We’re not even
supposed to be here.” I didn’t know if that was true, but Wes wouldn’t question it. “Park rangers
come by, they’re gonna make hell. They can arrest you, you know that?” Also wasn’t sure about
that one, but the point was to keep him away. “We probably don’t want people coming around
here, do we? Looking for a ghost, they might find something else.”
Wes hit his vape. He stared down the road, thinking, a hard and drawn-out task for him.
He said, “Sure you didn’t see anything?”

“Sometimes I see a whole lot of shit, but I don’t talk about it. That’s a good way to be.”

Wes nodded, sage-like, finally getting it. “Be well then, man. You smoking again? I got this
Alaskan shit—”
I revved the engine to block him out, then put the car in drive. Could’ve just left, but also
just couldn’t help it. Didn’t want to end amicably with this fucker.
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been.”

I called out to the girl, “Make sure he wraps his dick. You don’t want to know where it’s
“What the fu—”

I hit the gas and skidded around the truck, shooting back up to the curve.
To be greeted, when I came around it, by a blue Acura.

It stopped. Idled. Even in the sun glare I recognized Tiffany, Caleb’s mom.

We sat in our cars. I waited to see what she would do. I half expected to hear a rev, for Wes
to peel back around the curve ready to throw down and defend his venereal honor. But it was
just us, the sun, the crickets. Distant droning of a boat out on the water.
The Acura backed up, pulled a three-point-turn, and headed away.



Tiffany drove to the Falls of Neuse rec area. I pulled up alongside her, and when we got out, I
could tell she’d been crying. Seeing me on Ridge Hill Road confirmed it for her. But I was glad
she’d run into me and not Wes.

We took the trail along the river, under the bridge, and up the gravel path toward the top
of the dam. Families hiking out here, joggers, bored teens. I told her everything.
When I finished, she asked, “How long have you known?”
“Since it happened.”

“You’ve known for ten years. Ten years. And you didn’t tell me?”
“I didn’t tell anybody. I’m not sure why, I just…didn’t.”

“My son is still here. And you wanted him all to yourself.”

“He’s not your son anymore,” I said. Before she could snap at me, I pushed on. “He runs on
repeat. Says the same things, goes through the exact same motions every time. It’s not having a
conversation with a person, it’s like a recording that plays for a minute and…” I wasn’t going to
tell her what happened to him at the end. “…disappears.”
“You still had no right to keep that from me.”

“Really? If I’d told you ten years ago that your son’s ghost was hitching rides on the road
he’d died on, you would’ve believed me?”

We’d stopped halfway up the slope. Then, she pushed on past me. I followed her to the top
of the dam, where a two-lane road arcs by, and where you can stare out over the lake one way, or
down the trickle of the Falls the other.
“He’s gone,” I said as softly as I could. “You don’t need to see what that…thing is like now.”
“That thing is my son.”
“It’s—”

“You don’t have children, so you don’t get it. You never will.”

Animal wallpaper, static and pointless.
I walked away.
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Mother’s Day. My family spent it at my parents’ house, Dad outside grilling, everyone’s dogs
running around the yard with my older brother’s kids. Rum and cokes, beer. Cher—my mom’s
favorite—playing from a Bluetooth speaker. Then we sat out around the firepit into the evening,
watching the kids chase fireflies.
You don’t get it. You never will.

Social media feed packed with Mother’s Day posts, photos. Friends tagging their parents in
uploaded ‘90s Polaroids from when everyone was younger, other friends like Mara receiving ugly
yet adorable handmade coffee mugs and breakfast in bed. Amber posted photos of a day out in
downtown Raleigh with her mom and sisters. Grinning from under a floppy straw sunhat, as
beautiful as she’d been on our wedding day. Sad as things were, as much as it kinda hurt me, it
was still good that she was that: happy. At least in those photos—I knew she wouldn’t post about
what was missing from today. She’s not that kind of person.
Probably because I’d been drinking all day, I sent her a text. A lot of backtracking and
qualifiers, but the point was: I know this day’s hard for you, I’m sorry about that. I just want to say
I’m glad you had fun with your family. Really, I am.

The text back was just as tenuous, unsure. Its point: Thanks, Nate. That really does mean a
lot. Tell your family I said hi.
Does anybody ever actually do that? Well, I did. Everybody just nodded to it. But a little
while later, I was helping my mom wash dishes inside, and she asked about Amber. Then she
said, “I still feel so bad for both of you. It’s a mom’s worst fear, and I still worry about you and
your brother. Habit, I guess.”
And that got me thinking about Tiffany. And animal wallpaper. And that barbed thing
between Amber and me, and I don’t want to live forever.

“Mom,” I said, “This is gonna sound weird. But if something had happened to one of us,
and you got the chance to see us again, even if it was bad, would you?”
“Well, that almost did happen with you.”

I didn’t know if she’d heard about the ghost or not, if she was waiting for me to bring it up.
“But if it had,” I said, “if you could go see, you would.”
“You know the answer to that.”

You don’t have children, so you don’t get it. You never will.
Tiffany’s Acura, idling on Ridge Hill Road.
Tomorrow’s Mother’s Day. I should wait.



I sped to Falls Lake like I could stop it. But I knew. No matter how quick I was, it was too late.
Because of course Tiffany would go on that day, because her son killed himself exactly ten years
ago, because my own mother would go, because Mara would, Amber would, because I’d have
done anything for our child to live, to hold them and care for them, raise them, to love the person
they would’ve become.
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I turned that last curve right as the Acura passed the oak, swerving, brake lights flaring,
and for a moment I thought it’d flip, wondered if she’d join him on this road forever.

But it screeched and halted. I stopped long before reaching the oak. We idled there, again,
and the sunlight was cruel.
Then the door opened, and she stumbled out, holding her head, screaming.

The back doors opened and out came Caleb’s father.

I don’t know how long I sat watching that misery unfurl, but the oak looked so inviting.



In classic Nate fashion, I didn’t go to them. Just reversed, all the way back up the road. Like I was
watching for something to come chasing after me.

Sometimes I run into Tiffany. We don’t talk about it, and I don’t know if she saw me there.
She looks well enough. Maybe even happier. I don’t think that’s been her only visit to Ridge Hill
Road.

I haven’t been back since that day. I’m building up a life again, so why waste more time
dwelling on what’s gone? That spring seems as surreal as the one that took Caleb—separated
from the rest of what I’ve lived so far. Though after enough drinking on lonely nights, it calls to
me, the oak and the road. My friend’s face like in a dream. I hope it’s made them happy, his family.
I hope that when they miss him, they go out and wait for him, and on the days he doesn’t show
they’re content, knowing that he’ll be there the next time.
Live forever, Caleb.
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Vanitas Anatomica by Annita Luxon.
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J.F. GLEESON

Night Night

“H

ow was work?”
“Great.”

“Really?”

“Pretty good.”

She had stopped pressing for the truth of it last year. The truth of it was that I put so much
egotistical effort into saying a thing was fine when it wasn’t—in order for someone to press and
ask—that it was for the best she did not feed me in this way.

We ate cold quiche with salad and microwave chips and watched television together and
went to bed. In the night in the summer, I would often wake up to the hot that could only be
described as cold. I would not be too frightened there in the dark with her, not unless I looked up
at the blank bit of wall above the dresser, which was at precisely the right angle from my bed to
remind me of a blank bit of wall I used to stare at in my parents’ bedroom when I was very little
and unable to sleep. This blank bit of wall in my parents’ house lent itself well to staring, and as
many minutes would turn themselves inside out within my chest, I would fancy that I saw a face
forming in this bit of wall and begin coming towards me.
I looked up at the bit of wall above the dresser, then turned and tried not to be agitated to
have it at my back, along with the door. I watched the curtains and drew myself to her and was
assured by her heat, though I felt very sure that in feeling this I could not be me, and must have,
at some point, stopped being me, because if I was me, I would not be acquainted with such
pleasures as heat and warmth and someone, and I was lost a very long time ago.



Once, I came home after dinner with a friend. In the time between finishing my food and making
it through the front door, I had thought myself into a panic attack by being inconsolably
convinced that my food had been poisoned. With nothing to prove or disprove this fact, the
fearfulness did not subside until it was washed away by sleep and her touch. Then, at another
time, I became wrought with stomach cramps while we were out in town and passed out on the
pavement and was seen by paramedics, and she had to stay up and hold my hand.



In the night, I woke needful of the bathroom and strained to it, barely able to open my eyes. The
air itself felt scratchy. I did not like rooms without her. The run of the tap was a wrongness in the
silence, and it made the pipes downstairs bang. My heart always started at this.
Crossing the landing, I was given start again as I began to hear something in our room. I
entered tense and realised she was talking in her sleep. I let her mumble, although it put me on
edge. When I put my arm around her, the words faded, though this time I rolled to face the
bedroom door.



“You were talking in your sleep last night.”
“Was I?”
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“Yeah.”

“What was I saying?”

“You were delivering a speech on currency.”

“Wow.”
“Yeah.”

“I must have been having a wild dream.”
“I bet you were.”

“Did you ever know anyone who walked in their sleep?”

“I don’t think so. My aunt says she used to. But I never know about the stuff she says.”
“I never knew anyone to.”

We ate our breakfast. The summer was forked. An early autumn got its roots into the
cracks; squalls got me thinking not of a lot of thick summer to come but of things beginning to
finish.
“I’ll see you tonight.”

“I love you.”

“I love you so much.”



In the night, I woke again, and before I slipped out of the sheets to relieve my crippled bowels, I
heard her. She had her back to me. She was facing the window and whispering.
I put my hand on her shoulder. I very gently rocked her. She carried on speaking with her
eyes closed. The room itself had gone to a strange hue, which it did because the curtains were
thin, and an inside darkness was diluted by an outside darkness.

I could not hear what she was saying, though so necessary had going to the toilet become
that I jogged out of the room and across the landing and thumped the bathroom door closed. I
was sat a long while, sat with the quiet that might explode with suggestion. I was too far from the
other room to hear if she still spoke.
After the bang of pipes and flush, I got back into bed. She whispered still. I pulled myself
towards her.
One hundred and seven, I heard her say.

She might still have been speaking of foreign economics. Some seconds later, after more
unheard words, I made out something else.
One hundred and three.

She seemed to stop, and her breathing matched mine around eighty-six.

I lay solid on my back, wired like a petrified cat, staring at the bit of wall and at the door and
feeling more awake than I had ever done when we were turned away from the sun.



“Are you all right?”
“Sure.”
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“Are you sure?”

“Very.”

“You seem quiet.”

“I’ve been told that since I was six.” I tipped toast into the bin.
“Are you annoyed with me?”

“Annoyed? Of course not.”

“Are you going out after work?”

“Not tonight.”
“Okay.”

“I’m sorry.”

“Why?”

“Of course I’m not annoyed with you. I’m sorry. I love you. You know I love you.”
“I hope you’re okay.”



In the evening, we watched a bad television show that made us laugh a lot, and with a lot of
laughing came a lot of good feelings and a lot of loving feelings. We had two beers each on the
sofa, and this dulled any night-time dread as we fell asleep in front of the bad television, then
woke up a couple of hours later and achingly climbed the stairs.



Sixty-three.

I woke again.
Sixty-two.

I needed her to stop. I had awoken straight to it, and it was too incorrect a sound to wake to
at an hour when nothing in a room should shift unless you cause it to.
I pushed her shoulder back and forth. I asked her to wake up.
Fifty-seven.

“You’re talking in your sleep,” I said. “You’re dreaming. Wake up.”

I needed her to stop. I went to the bathroom, and the pipes clanged as I filled a small glass of
water, raced it back across the landing, and then flicked droplets onto her face.
Fifty-three.

I poured a steady stream out of the glass. Her eyes sputtered open. She frowned at me.
“What are you doing?”

“You were talking in your sleep again.”
“Are you pouring water on me?”

“I’m really sorry. I was trying to wake you up, but you wouldn’t. You were dreaming. You
were talking in your sleep again.”
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“Oh.”

“You were counting.”
“Really?”
“Yes.”

“Okay.” She turned to go to sleep.

“You were counting backwards. You were doing it last night as well.”
“That’s weird.”

I was propped up on my arms. She put her hand on my chest. It could not be my chest.
“Sorry,” she said. “Come on.” She put her arms around my torso.

She said nothing else and went to sleep. I went to the bathroom and in the mirror saw
nothing but that she was very beautiful.
It was not my chest.



I spent a long time on the phone with my father, who in my youth had been an oracle, but who
now could not decide what breakfast would consist of without passing it by another’s opinion.
I hung up and got dressed for work.
“I’m sorry I woke you up,” I said.

“That’s all right,” she said.

“It was making me a bit nervous.”
“I’m sorry.”

“Don’t you be sorry. That’s my fault, not yours.”
“It isn’t anyone’s.”

“I spilled water on your face.”

“That’s okay.”
“Well.”
“It is.”

“I’ll see you tonight.”

I did not see how she could love me when I was spilling water on her face in the middle of
the night.
“I love you, see you tonight,” I said.

“I love you.”

I could believe a great many things before it.



In the office, I thought a great deal about the things I could not believe. I thought about where I
was and who she loved.
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The room had no blinds. I was gazing at the glare of sunlight off the monitor, counting down
its curve across the screen, delineating the time until I would be again listening to the night-time
numbers.



We had takeaway fish and chips. I ate too much in an effort to stuff myself to sleep, and while I
became very tired, I also became very awake with bloating and gut pain. I stood to get some pills.
She got them for me. She put her hand on someone’s stomach. She did this for me.



In the night, I woke with horrid acid reflux. My throat felt full and stuck and bitter. The medicine
was downstairs.
Thirty-two, she said.

I could not bear the silence and the loudness of her whispers within it.

I went to the top of the stairs and looked down at the black square of hallway, and
becoming overwhelmed by what might pass through that black square of hallway, I decided that I
could not go down a single step and went instead to the bathroom, hunched over the sink, and
wrenched up some clods of batter and a flap of chip.
The pipes hissed and chunked.

She was silent when I came back into the room. Thirty came eventually. Her eyelids were
closed.

I could not go downstairs, and I could not sit in the blue dark dying in front of a door and a
bit of wall above a dresser and unmoving curtains and a bottle of clouded water.

I turned the light on, and she did not stir. In the flat gleam of a bedroom lit at night, I sat in a
chair in the corner by the window, from which I was able to see her and the door. She reached
twenty-two, slower than usual, then stopped.
My throat burned.



“How’s your tummy?”
“Not so good.”

“Baby.”

“It’s the grease. What I wouldn’t do for it.”

“Are you going to have some breakfast?”

“I don’t think I should.”
“It might set you up.”

“I’ll just get a cramp on the train.”
“Take the day off?”
“It’s not that bad.”

“You always do that.”
“I know.”
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“Why do you always do it?”
“I’m like my dad.”

“You’d go to work if it was raining meteors.”

“I’d bring you with me.”

She smiled. “That’s nice. You should take the day off.”
“I know.”

“Are you okay?”
“Yes?”

“You’re a bit off. Is it your stomach? Are you sure it’s just the stomach?”

“Yeah. I’ll be okay later.”

“I don’t know. I’m worried about you. You should take the day off.”

“I know.”

“You’re silly. I’ve got to go. Love you.”

That morning I climbed through, but did not break out of, a rage of doubt and caffeine, and
then in the evening I paid too much for herbal sleeping pills that I was not sure about. I was in
abysmal need of not waking and hearing her counting again.

I had lain about ill and splashed water on her face and gotten us lost with too many bags on
holiday and needed her help with job applications and been worried and been frantic and talked
too much and too boringly about film and been rejected by many employers and clung all day
alone to the prospect of her embrace at the end of it.
I did not understand.



I arrived home before her and waited, and when she got in, we had a frozen pizza each, and as the
temporariness of daylight became explicit, I became very distracted and tired.



In the night, I faded in groggy and almost drunk and then was intensely and inescapably awake
when I heard. The streetlights did not make it through the windows. Nothing made it through the
windows. The space given by this nothing allowed all the other things to be very still.
Twelve.

I shook her.
Eleven.

I was near to rolling her over.

I sat up against the headboard with my lower back coursed against the limp pillows. It
ached and felt twisted. I wanted to get some water again but felt entirely frenzied.
Eight, she said.

I begged her to wake up. I jostled her. I could not believe where I was. I could not exit the
room and leave to another. I could not set a foot on the floor. I could not turn on the lights. I
stared at the contours of the curtains.
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I begged her to wake up. Someone drew themselves close to her and matched her
breathing. They curled both of their arms around her and wrapped her up. It was not me.
Five.

She did not stop, and I pulled away and lay on my back. It was too late.

I waited for four. I stared at the bit of wall waiting for it. As a child, I had lain in bed, my
parents asleep, waiting for the face to shoot out of that bit of wall.
Three.

I was looking at the door. The empty landing and bathroom and staircase and hallway and
all the rooms downstairs lay beyond it.
Two. One.

I was looking at the door. I leaned over and looked at her. On one, her face in its restful state
had broken into a smile. Her eyes were still closed.
My breaths were hers in triplicate.

I believed I heard the pipes bang downstairs.
I looked at the bit of wall and at the door.

I never stopped looking at the door and the bit of wall.
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The Smile Beyond Tenderness by Bill Wolak.
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JL SMITHER

Apparition in C-Sharp Minor

B

lue and green feathers. A clear purple sky to swoop and glide through. Orange and yellow
trees as circles far below. Sarah should have felt freedom. But something chased her.
Something she could never outrun. Something she’d known about forever.

Sarah stirred in her sleep, vaguely aware of the irregular knocking on the wall beside her
head. “Coming, Mother,” she mumbled, crouching deeper into the covers, seeking the feathers
and purple sky. If she just flew a little faster, maybe.
A heavy thump startled her eyes open.

Through the mini blinds, grey light seeped into the bedroom. “It’s too early,” she
grumbled. But with the next rap on the wall, she threw the blanket off and swung her feet to the
floor.
She entered her mother’s room with a huff. “It’s too early.” She tapped the clock radio,
showing 4:34 in glowing red numbers, to prove her point.

Sarah’s mother, Martha, half sat up in bed, her right hand balled into a fist from knocking.
“I have to go to the bathroom,” she whimpered.
Sarah rolled her eyes, and the memory of feathers slipped away. As a child, Sarah wet the
bed through elementary school, and her mother yelled at her instead of offering to help. Well, I
guess I have to be the bigger person, she thought.

“Alright, come on.” Sarah bent down and wrapped her arms around Martha, then lifted up
with all her strength.

Once Martha got her feet under her, Sarah helped steady her. They shuffled down the hall
carpet as if in a procession, arms linked, night gowns swishing against their bare shins. Sarah
glanced habitually at her neglected piano as they passed the living room.
“I waited until I saw you were up before I called for you,” Martha said.

“What? I wasn’t up. I was sound asleep and dreaming.”
“Oh.”

Sarah sat on the edge of the tub while Martha used the toilet. Sarah noticed mildew on the
caulking and felt a sudden rage well up inside her. Here was a black spot growing without her
permission, without asking her. As if it had any right. She rose and opened the cabinet under the
sink.
“I’m done,” Martha said, arms raised hesitantly.

“Well, just wait a minute.” Sarah attacked the mildew with bleach spray and a sponge. It
didn’t have much effect, but maybe if she let it sit for a while. She noticed the streaks in the tub,
the soap scum on the tile. She sprayed and scrubbed, scrubbed and sprayed. She felt her stomach
turn over. Martha coughed.
water.

“At least flush,” Sarah mumbled and tapped the toilet handle. Martha winced at the roar of
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Sarah helped her mother back to bed, then stood with her hands on her hips. “It’s not even
worth trying to get back to sleep now. I might as well make breakfast and get my day going.”



“Are you doing alright this morning?” Jackson leaned over the nursing home’s reception desk on
his elbows, peering down at Sarah, who sat in her creaky office chair.
She smiled but let her eyes droop to look more tired. “Oh, you know. Mother kept me up
again. But I’ll be fine once I get a little of this in me,” she said, raising her coffee cup.

He frowned. “You poor thing. Did she have a bad night? She did look a little pale when I
wheeled her to the playroom today.” Reliable Jackson. Always saw exactly what you wanted him
to see.

She patted his hand. “Every day I’m reminded how precious our time together is,” she said
in her softest, kindest voice. “She woke up today, and that’s the important thing.”
The automatic lobby doors slid open.

“Good morning, Mr. Cassetti,” Sarah greeted the man who walked in, bringing a spring
breeze with him. “Your father’s just finishing breakfast. Jackson, could you please escort him
back?”
As they turned toward the hall, she sneezed.

“Bless you,” Hank Cassetti called over his shoulder.

“Thank you!” Damn allergies. Every time that door opens, it’s like getting punched in the face
with pollen. She scowled into her tissue as she heard the doors slide open again.

“Morning, Sarah!” Bayley chirped through the lobby. “How are you?” She fluttered behind
the reception desk, accompanied by gleaming, jangling bracelets, a flowing cardigan and peasant
skirt, and multiple bags hanging in a tangle around her. She pushed her lunch sack and purse and
two other bags under the desk and took her usual seat. The air around her swirled briefly, then
settled.

“I can’t complain,” Sarah said. What could Bayley possibly need to carry around with her
all the time? She seemed so disorganized. But she had such a lovely bird-like way of landing in
her nest. Even if she was six minutes late. Again.
“Did I miss anything good?”

Why can’t I relax like she does? Sarah wondered, and she sat up taller in her cream-colored
suit jacket. “I’ve already prepared the residents’ in-and-out schedule for the day. Mr. Cassetti, Jr.
is already here. Miss Florence wet the bed again, but Jackson cleaned it up, and I made the bed
with fresh sheets. The soiled ones are in the laundry.”
Bayley glanced over the schedule Sarah handed her. “You get here early? That’s a lot.”
“I was up with Mother anyway.”

“If she keeps that up, I can start coming in late!”

No sympathy from her, Sarah thought. She’s never known what it’s like not to be loved, not a
day in her life. At least Jackson acknowledges everything I have to deal with.

Bayley seized her coffee cup, which had a dark ring around the inside, and began to alight,
then paused. “Girl, your nails are getting so long!”
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Sarah realized she’d been tapping them on her desk and quickly drew her fingers into a
loose fist. “Since Mother moved in and I don’t play the piano anymore, I don’t have a reason to
keep them short.”
“Did you ever sell that thing?” Bayley hovered over her.

“The piano? No, no. I’ll play it again when Mother…well, she won’t live forever, you know.”

Bayley tilted her head to one side. “Hey, why don’t you go out at lunch and get yourself a
manicure? I can set you up with my girl. Jackson and me can eat with your mom, if you want.”
“That’s nice, but I have to eat with Mother. It’ll upset our whole afternoon if she doesn’t
have lunch with just me.” She looked more closely at her nails, which smelled like bleach.
“Besides, a manicure would never last on these hands. They work too hard!”

“You sure? She seems to like the other residents and day-campers here. I could ask her
about lunch if you want me to.”
“No,” Sarah said firmly. “Our routine is that she eats with me. That’s what we do.”
“Suit yourself,” Bayley shrugged and fluttered away toward the coffee pot.



“She wanders the house at night,” Martha said, drawing a Rummikub tile from the boneyard. “I
used to ask her what was wrong, but I don’t anymore.”
move.”

Harrison Cassetti, Sr. frowned at his row of numbered tiles. “Sleepwalking?”

“No, I don’t think so. Your move. It’s different somehow. She looks different. Older. Your

“I’m going, dagnabbit.” He shakily laid out three groups of tiles. “That’s 50, right?” He
grinned at Martha, who huffed and scowled.
“What happens when you ask her what’s wrong?” Hank watched his father’s shaking
hands with concern.
cries.”

Martha straightened Harrison’s tiles on the table into neat rows. Then she said, “She just
“Cries?” Hank drew a tile.

“And,” she hesitated. “Well, she glows.”
“Every night?” Harrison asked.

She shrugged. “I know I sound crazy. I’m probably just dreaming it.”
“Your move,” he said.

Martha looked up from the table. “No, here she is, so we’ll have to pick it up after lunch.
You know how upset she gets if I don’t eat with her.”



“And how was your afternoon, Mother?” Sarah waited with her purse slung across her body as
Jackson pushed Martha’s wheelchair into the lobby.
“I won’t play Rummikub with Harrison again because he wasn’t playing fair.” Martha
frowned.
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Sarah laughed, just a little. “Is that right? He was cheating?”

“I didn’t say he was cheating.” Martha sniffed. “But something wasn’t right.”

Jackson smiled with his eyes and shook his head. He’s really not very handsome, Sarah
noticed, but that smile is flattering.

“We would have settled it, too,” Martha addressed Jackson. “But of course, I have to leave
now, so there’s no time to play another round.”

“Well, that’s alright, Mother. Maybe you can play Bonco tomorrow instead.” Sarah helped
Martha out of the chair and shuffled with her toward the door. “Now, come on. That pork butt has
been slow cooking all day.” The doors slid open with a puff of warm air, and she warily eyed the
sycamore seeds parachuting down into the parking lot.



A knock on the wall awoke Sarah with a jolt. Her lamp was still on, and the book she’d been trying
to read was still lying on her belly. She blinked, then got up and went to Martha’s room.
“Do you have to go to the bathroom already?” Her voice trailed off as her eyes adjusted to
the dimness of the room, lit only by the hallway light. Martha slept soundly, curled with her back
to the wall, both arms under the covers. “Mother? Are you awake?”
She didn’t answer. She must have rolled into the wall, Sarah realized. Or else I dreamed it.
She went back to her own room.

She turned off her lamp and rested her head against the pillow. She imagined herself a
blue heron settling her wings and relaxing for the night. She ignored the next thump on the wall,
confident that it was unintentional. When it was followed by two more sharp raps, she felt her
shoulders tighten.
“Sarah!” she heard through the wall.

She opened her eyes and sighed. “Coming, Mother!”

Back into the hallway and into Martha’s room. She flicked on the light as she entered, and
Martha stirred, squinting.
“Already morning?” Martha asked.

Sarah blinked back at her. “Why did you call me?” It was clear Martha had been asleep.
“You knocked on the wall and called my name.”
sleep.”

“I…did I?” Martha asked, sitting up a little. “I must have…in my sleep?”

“Oh great,” Sarah huffed. “Now I’ll be up and down all night, if you’re calling out in your
Martha didn’t say anything.

“Well, why don’t you try going to the bathroom, since we’re up?”

Martha obliged, but complained, “I know I’m such a burden to you. If I lived in the nursing
home, you could sleep through the night.”

“We’re family. I won’t have someone else take responsibility for my own mother when I’m
perfectly capable of doing it myself.”
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After the bathroom, Sarah got Martha settled back into bed. “Pleasant dreams,” Sarah said
as she turned off the light. “Try to sleep a little quieter now, okay?”
Just as Sarah dropped off to sleep again, the wall by her head sounded three sharp raps.
“Mother, I swear to god…” She threw her covers off angrily. But before she got up, she saw
Martha standing in front of her dresser. “Mother?”

Martha’s back was to her, and she seemed to be rummaging among Sarah’s things—her
hairbrush, her jewelry box, a pair of winter gloves she hadn’t yet put away—angrily picking
things up and putting them down. Sarah heard piano music then, softly, as if she’d left a radio on
in another room. Bold Russian chords and a quick, dancing melody. Rachmaninoff, maybe.
Martha’s white hair and long white nightgown swayed and shuddered. She’s crying, Sarah
realized.

“What are you doing? What’s wrong?” Sarah began to rise, but her legs felt as if they were
buried in sand. She could hardly move them toward the edge of the bed. “Mother, I—” I’m cold,
she realized. Mother, why is it so cold?

Icy fingers inched over Sarah’s throat. She stared at her mother and noticed the way the
dresser drawer handles gleamed in the moonlight. But Martha stood in front of the dresser. I can
see right through her. She blinked a few times. Why don’t I scream? I can see right through my
mother. And she’s crying. And I hear music.

Sarah shivered, a little at first, and then violently. Her legs immobile, her throat frozen
shut, she pulled the covers over her head. She sunk immediately into the warmth of them, and
they blotted out the music. She waited a moment, listening, but heard nothing. Her legs twitched,
freed. She peeked out hesitantly.

The room was quiet. The moonlight filtered through the mini blinds and left stripes on the
carpet and against the dresser. But Martha wasn’t there.
Sarah put her palm up to the wall, cool to the touch. She moved her legs, which felt sore
and tired, then crept down the hall to Martha’s room. Over her own quick heartbeats, she faintly
heard Martha’s whistling, shallow breathing.
Back in her own room, Sarah laid flat on her back and watched the ceiling until the
moonlight faded and she drifted off to sleep.



“How’d that pork butt turn out last night?” Bayley relaxed in her desk chair, eight minutes late.

Sarah held her face over a mug of tea, breathing in chamomile and turmeric. Her head
ached, nose dripped, and eyes watered. Yet people kept opening that damn door. Why couldn’t
they just stay away for a while? “Well, we’ll never have that again.”
“Oh no, what happened?”

“I’ve told Mother a thousand times that she’s not strong enough to lift the slow cooker. But
she’s just so damn stubborn. And so she did it again last night, and dropped it, and the crock
shattered on the kitchen floor, spilling fat everywhere.”
Bayley put her hand to her mouth. “And dinner was ruined?”

She has a fresh manicure, Sarah noticed. “No, we’d just finished eating, and she thought she
could help clean up. But of course she just made an even bigger mess. I was up until after
midnight cleaning up all the grease and shards of stoneware.”
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“After midnight? You’re kidding!”

“Not at all! Of course, once I’d cleaned up the floor, I had to wipe down all the cabinets and
then clean the counters, and then I scrubbed the inside of the dishwasher because the door had
been open, and I had to make sure none of the shattered pieces ended up in there…” She trailed
off as Jackson approached the desk. “What’s wrong?”

Jackson’s face was drawn, pale. “It’s Mr. Cassetti,” he said softly. “I just went to give him his
morning medicine, and he was lying in bed. Peaceful as anything. But not breathing. He’s gone.”
After a brief moment of quiet, Bayley said, “Oh, dear.”

“Is his son coming today?” Sarah checked the schedule. “Not until tomorrow. Well, one of
us better call him before then.”

Bayley’s eyes stayed unfocused, but she took a deep breath. “Do you mind doing it? I hate
to call next of kin when I know their faces. What a kind man, too. Both of them, Junior and
Senior.”
“I’ll do it if you’ll take care of the laundry.” Sarah opened her file drawer to find the death
script. She thought of Mr. Cassetti’s body and the filthy sheets under him. Calling was always the
easier job.
Bayley rose slowly, absently. “Poor Hank. As often as he visited, and his father passes
alone. I suppose it’s more peaceful in sleep. Maybe it’s what he’d prefer.”
She and Jackson went down the hall toward the residents’ rooms.

Sarah watched them go. Is it better to be there when your loved one dies or to be informed of
it later? Better to be there and make sure everything happens correctly.
She liked Mr. Cassetti—both of them—well enough. Senior had never cussed at her or
grabbed her the way some residents did. And Junior always had a friendly smile when he passed
the desk. But she couldn’t stop the wicked thought that, on the bright side, the door wouldn’t be
sliding open so often.



Sarah felt the thing chasing her getting closer, nipping at her long, feathered tail. Then the heavy
piano chord woke her. For only a moment, she was irritated that a neighbor was playing the
radio so loudly. But her windows were closed. And the piano music was so loud, so crisp, it had to
be in the house.

After three bold introductory chords, there was a pause. Then, the melody began, softer,
haltingly, minor key. Sarah crept out of bed. She put her ear to her bedroom door. Three
successive chords in the upper register, a low heavy chord, one high, one low. Her breath came
out in little irregular puffs. She knew the piece. She’d been learning it when Mother had fallen and
then moved in. But she no longer had time to play. After work, she made dinner and cleaned up
dinner and then Mother wanted to sit quietly in front of the television and go to bed early. There
was no time to practice.

The musical phrase repeated, slightly higher. When the keys landed on a surprise major
chord, Sarah opened her bedroom door. Rachmaninoff’s Prelude, she remembered. In C-sharp. A
low, strongly hit chord rumbled through the hallway. Minor.
She crept over the carpet in her bare feet, hands touching the walls. Why are they cold?
The theme continued, small gaps of silence between each chord as the pianist searched for the
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correct fingering. Just past Martha’s room, she stopped. Her lungs contracted. It was so cold. And
her body was so heavy, as if she walked through ocean depths in the weighted boots of an ancient
diving suit.

She looked into the living room as the song shifted from chords to a faster, eighth-note
variation. At the piano sat Martha, her back to the hallway, her hands fluttering over the bouncing
keys.
The melody sped up, and Martha built energy with it. She’d clearly practiced this part,
played from muscle memory. Sarah shuffled from the hallway, wondering how her mother could
play with so much energy when Sarah could barely lift her legs. Her panting breath clouded in
front of her.
Halfway across the room, she paused. She was certain now of the piece because the sheet
music was propped on the piano. She could read the title, Prelude in C# Minor, Op. 3 No. 2,
through Martha’s body.
The variation reached its pitch, then tumbled down through forceful chords. Martha’s
hands jumped right to left across the keyboard. Her head bobbed like a metronome. That’s not
Mother’s haircut. It’s her color, but she hasn’t worn it that way since I had her start going to my
stylist. Who is in my house?

The melody returned to the breathtaking chords of the introduction. And the pianist, fully
absorbed now, hammered on the keys. Sarah tried to call out, but her voice was trapped
somewhere deep in her belly. She dragged her feet painfully over the carpet.
As she neared the bench, the song softened. Although still in minor key, the pianist
lightened her touch, and the melody became almost comforting. Sarah reached forward.

The pianist, still transparent, sounded the final chord, gently, on the upper end of the
keyboard. As she leaned into it, she seemed to notice Sarah’s trembling hand. Just as she turned
to face Sarah, the keyboard cover slammed shut.
Sarah yelped and shut her eyes. She opened them again in an instant, but it was too late.
The figure, the sheet music, and the melody were gone. Sarah stood alone in her silent living
room, no longer cold but unable to stop shaking.
“Sarah?” Three short raps on the bedroom wall.

She swallowed, throat achingly dry. “Coming, Mother.”



“You didn’t sleep much last night, did you?” Martha said.

Sarah briefly took her eyes off the road to glance at her mother. “Why do you say that?”

“You just look very tired, is all.”

Sarah twisted her fists on the steering wheel. Just because I am tired doesn’t mean she has
to comment on how I look. Were people noticing all day how ragged I am? “I couldn’t sleep after
you woke me last night, so I stayed up and dusted the living room.”
Martha was quiet a moment. “Harrison didn’t come to the game room again today.” She
looked out the passenger window at the trees blurring past.
“Harrison? Cassetti? Mother, he died. Didn’t they tell you?”
She looked over sharply. “Died? When?”
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“Yesterday.”

She turned back to the window. “No. They didn’t tell me.”

Is she losing her mind? Did she forget that already? Oh, what an idiot I am. Jackson would
have told the residents later in the evening, but after we’d gone home. No one told the day-campers.
Damn it.
“I’m sorry I’m such a burden to you,” Martha said to the trees.
“Don’t be ridiculous, Mother.”

Martha produced a dusty, wadded tissue from an unseen pocket and dabbed at her eyes. “I
don’t know why you don’t just move me into that place, too.”
“Mother, we’ve talked about this,” Sarah sighed. “Are you crying? Now, stop it. I mean it.”
She glanced over. “You’re not a burden, you’re my mother. It’s my responsibility to take care of
you, and I’m going to do it. You’re not like those old people at the nursing home, anyway. That’s
the last I want to hear of it, okay?”
Martha nodded, but kept her face turned away.

After a moment, Sarah said, “Did you happen to hear any piano music last night?”

“Piano music? Not at all. Were you playing? I miss your playing.” Martha looked at Sarah
with red-rimmed eyes.
“Just a dream, I guess.”



That night, it was the cold that woke her, shivering under two heavy blankets with a swirl of pink
clouds fresh in her mind. What is wrong with me? she wondered. Then she heard the
Rachmaninoff piece, quiet again, minor chords no heavier than fat raindrops. This must just be
another dream. All I have to do is wake up. So I’ll just wake up. I’ll open my eyes and—
She faced the grey wall, striped with moonlight, close enough to realize that some of the
bumps of paint looked like ice crystals. With her exhale, the crystals faded, and with her inhale
they regrew.

Before her next exhale, she knew that someone was lying next to her in bed. Her back
pressed against another back, shuddering in the darkness.
Sarah squeezed her eyes shut. Her lungs began to close again in the cold grip of fear.

In a whisper so faint she wasn’t sure it could be heard over the music, she said, “Mother?”

The body shifted. It was rolling over. Sarah began rolling over too, slowly under the
incredible weight of her blankets. She turned her head as far as she could over her shoulder, her
eyes leading toward the body.

She saw the white nightgown first, just like her mother’s nightgown, but she could see the
moonlight on the carpet through it. As she craned her neck a little more, she saw the pianist’s
haircut, white but in a short bob around the ears. And then she saw the face, and first took it for
Martha’s. The same red-rimmed eyes, the wrinkled chin, the sagging cheeks. The eyes were filled
with fear as they looked back at Sarah, but also something else. Surprise? No. Nearly acceptance.
Nearly expectation. Nearly relief.
The mouth opened and spilled blue and green feathers across the bed.
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Tracery by KC Bailey.
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CSILLA KLEINHEINCZ

Princess Business

B

asic equipment for princesses:
- crown (golden)

- ballgown (pastel)

- charm (and grace)

- smile (and a nightingale song)

The crown was too small and slipped askew on the lacquered ringlets. The dress
surrounded Kelly like a blue cloud of candy floss, and the tulle of the crinoline billowed in her face
as the wind whistled through the windows. A grumpy Cinderella-turned-stepmother looked back
at her from the rearview mirror.

“Fuck, is it too much to ask to write down a fucking address correctly!” shouted Cinderella
in the mirror. The sequined tulle hit her in the face again and the world turned cadaver blue.

She had to turn back from the next town because she missed the turnoff. She was already
late, and she had just filled in for Agnes as the only other blonde princess of Magical Birthday:
Storybook Princesses™ after a singalong full-package Sleeping Beauty experience. Her feet hurt in
the powder-blue high heels, the fucking turnoff was nowhere in sight, and she just wanted to go
home and tell Mike that she did not intentionally take on another gig while they were both on
leave, it just so happened that she had to work instead of being together, and of course she would
have rather wanted to shower and drink a beer and sleep at last. If she's lucky, they wouldn’t have
a fight before going to bed.
She saw at last the turnoff between the trees that she somehow missed before, and the
sign with the name of the street. Why there was a street name when there was only one house at
the end of the lane, she did not know. The lane was not maintained well—that's why she'd missed
it coming the other way: the dry, dark trees loomed like discolored canines, and dusty vines crept
on the cracked asphalt.
The Ford lurched as it went over a hole. Kelly brushed the billowing skirt out of her face
and drove, squinting ahead. The patches of light and shadow obfuscated the edge of the lane and
the potholes. With each jolt she uttered a new profanity.

Her mobile phone suddenly sang on the seat beside her. Sing sweet nightingale. Kelly put it
on speaker.
“So when you're coming home, buy a 100-watt bulb for the bathroom. It's fucking
unbelievable that you had two days to do it and still didn't,” blasted Mike's voice without a hi! or
hello.
“I'll be late; I still have a gig,” said Kelly.

“What? Can't hear ya!”

“I have a gig!” shouted Kelly.
“Good you told me, bitch!”
The phone went dead.
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Kelly knew that, in the evening, she would get the full package: the sulking, the switching
of channels on the TV, the “accidental” kick of the bed when she was already asleep to wake her
up and make it harder to fall asleep again. Or if Mike was in a really bad mood, he wouldn’t kick
just the bed.
A princess is always smiling. A princess is always fresh. A princess...

A princess doesn't arrive in a dusty Ford and an overskirt that flies in her face at every turn,
she thought, but then she saw the house after a bend, went back a little in reverse, and stopped
the car. She always arrived on foot and claimed she had arrived in a carriage.

She checked her makeup in the rearview mirror, put extra glitter on her cheekbones, and
set the sliding crown straight. The crinoline stuck a little in the door, but she managed to step out.

Truth was, the 100% polyester ballgown and the costume crown really had magic. Kelly
wouldn't have been able to explain this to anyone, but whenever she worked, she felt like a real
princess. Maybe it was because her mother ran a wedding planner business and Kelly saw plenty
of brides in foamy dresses as a child. She did not much believe in her own bride-hood, though,
and nowadays feared it a little—Lord, let her not take the veil, let it not be Mike who slips the ring
on her finger—but being a princess at Magical Birthday: Storybook Princesses™ inspired the
same awe. When the girls saw her, the wonder in their eyes changed her too. Her voice became
softer, she dropped the swearing, she moved gracefully and laughed charmingly. Kelly 2.0: Limited
Princess Edition.
She put on a smile, and with dancing steps as if her feet didn't hurt—that's how
Cinderella's stepsister would have walked in the story (not the cartoon version), when her heel
was cut off so her foot would fit in the glass slipper—she started towards the house.

As the building loomed above her and she noticed the lackluster, fuzzy decoration on the
porch, the dark windows with the droopy flowers taped around them, her smile faltered for a
second, but she managed to iron it back on her face.

Behind the dirty windows, faces seemed to butt together. Kids are kids everywhere, thought
Kelly, the rich and the poor alike, and after all, the client has paid for the full Cinderella package.
And if there ever was a fairytale that greased the bread it stuffed down the throat of its audience
thick with the butter of poor girls’ worthiness, it’s Cinderella. So, Kelly danced on the lane
pockmarked with shadows towards the house and started singing.

It did not surprise her that the door was not immediately opened; in many houses,
children were watching from the windows for a long time, barely believing their eyes—after all,
for them, it was the real Cinderella coming. But as soon as she knocked, the door opened.

The house was full of princesses. They were all between four and eight years old, in pink,
buttercup-yellow, and blue dresses, sparkling tiaras, and silk slippers. They gathered around her
solemnly, and, as in other houses, they started stroking her gown.
“Who are you?” said one of the girls.
“Will you guess who I am?”

“Cinderella,” said the third with a shrug.

Kelly almost corrected her that she was Sleeping Beauty, but realized that she wasn’t; she
had been Sleeping Beauty in the morning, and now she was Cinderella, because Agnes's vocal
cords were inflamed, and she sounded like a whale.
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The house inside was every bit as disheartening as on the outside. The wallpaper yellowed
with age, the furniture would have been obsolete and worn even in Kelly’s grandmother’s age,
and the whole building was permeated by an unpleasant, sweet odor. The girls in the princess
dresses shone in this greyness like hothouse flowers.
There were so many of them in constant motion that it was impossible to count them all.
Kelly found them quite cute, but they were so grave! This unsettled her a bit; usually she was met
with smiles, curious questions, and enthusiasm, but she was a princess after all, so she remained
charming.

Crown in place. The ball gown was wrinkled just a little bit. She did a pirouette gracefully
and smiled radiantly at the little girls.
“I heard there is someone among you who has a birthday today. Her fairy godmother
couldn’t make it, but she sent me instead, because we are dear friends.”

One little girl in a mauve dress asked the question that was a constant at all birthday
parties: “Are you a real princess?”

Kelly’s smile was unbrokenly radiant. She was a natural at this. Mike liked her that way
too: smiling, even through her tears.

“I wasn’t born a princess,” she confided in the girls. “But I have met my prince, who made
me a princess.”
“We are all real princesses,” said a girl behind her.

Kelly turned around to see the blonde girl, whose crown sparkled as if it was mounted
with more than mere chiseled glass.

Kelly didn’t see the door close, and she didn’t have the time to think about it: the
princesses spun her further inside, into a huge dining room where an abundance of pink and red
cakes and sandwiches on trays and jugs of pomegranate lemonade cluttered a table. Sad garlands
hung from the ceiling.
More little radiant girls sat at the table, but the head was unoccupied.

“Where is the birthday girl? I brought a lovely little song for her. I’ll teach it to you all!”
chirped Kelly and looked around for the parents. They should be here—someone surely supervises
all these kids, but they must be in the back garden or in another room. Kelly was surrounded by
princesses. She did not hear laughter or playing from anywhere else.

“Everyone is a birthday girl here,” said a four-year-old girl, looking at her as if she couldn’t
believe Kelly was such an oaf not to realize this.

The gig was starting to feel like a mistake. Kelly would’ve rather been at home, even with
Mike’s sulking and repressed anger. She had never seen a slippery party like this. She always
considered herself to be clever and usually had a smile and an answer to even the most
extraordinary questions, but this house and this host of girls made her feel unmoored. They were
so serious! Like inviting Cinderella to a state ceremony of discipline and solemnity. Kelly had a
few parlor games prepared for the children but was unnerved by their unsmiling faces.
“Then whose chair is that?” She nodded toward the head of the table.

“The prince’s, dummy.” One of the little girls looked up from the table and spread her lacegloved hands wide. The jam from the cake made a bloody red mess of the lace.
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“Is it a boy’s birthday?” This was unexpected. Agnes may have known, but gave only the
address, in which case she’d better up and die for not mentioning a detail this crucial. Kelly had
been to a few parties with a birthday boy, but it was not common, and she always felt out of place,
not really knowing what to do with a prince.
“Is your prince a boy?” said the girl in the mauve dress, who seemed to take on the role of
her escort.
“Not mine...”

“Then what's your prince like?” interrupted another princess. The little girls drew around
her, and for the first time, their eyes sparkled with interest.
All Kelly knew about princes was that they were:
- handsome

- rich

- anonymous

But somehow, she sensed the girls were really asking about Mike, and tried to rake
together a few good qualities she could present to them.

“My prince is strong,” she began. This was true: Mike used to pick her up by her waist and
shake her for emphasis. “Whenever he is in a good mood, he sings.” That was the one thing in
common that drew them together. “He always watches over me.”
“He watches over us also,” lisped a girl, whose whole front row of baby teeth was missing.

The prince entered from the left side door. Kelly first thought he was one of the dads who
dressed up for the sake of the kids, and the thoughtfulness warmed her. For Mike, not throwing
his work clothes on the floor was too much of an effort. The newcomer turned his face toward
them as he reached the head of the table, and Kelly’s princess smile froze in an instant.

The prince was handsome in an elegant dress uniform, his hair shining as if lacquered. His
eyes were blue, his lips red—all of it painted. A mannequin’s bland, featureless face stared at
Kelly and the host of little girls, the two blue dots glowing. Its mouth was perfect and smiled
fixedly.

The army of princesses curtseyed with a susurrus of silks. Small hands tugged Kelly down,
but as she realized what was expected of her, she curtsied deeply and gracefully. Her heart raced
like a car running on coffee, and the colors in the hall blazed.

The prince nodded his head a little but did not sit down. He stared at Kelly, motionless like
a doll, then extended his arm slowly, gracefully.
table.

The little girls sighed as one. “A dance! A dance!” They swept Kelly towards the end of the

They were only children, bejeweled girls in silk and taffeta, who believed themselves
princesses today, but their arms and shoulders hid a strength that could not be resisted. Kelly
grabbed the backrests of the chairs as she was jostled, but there was always someone to pull her
away. She kept to her role, and entreated the children with a wide, nervous smile to let her go, she
may not dance with their prince, because...

...because she had her own from Plebland, because for her this was just a job, and under
her dress she was just plain Kelly, high school dropout, because she wasn’t really smiling, this was
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just make-up and training, because she wanted to go home, because this prince was stranger as
she drew nearer, his eyes were not really painted, but two bottomless holes torn into bluish hell
with a four-inch nail, and his mouth may have been painted but she was sure that he could open it
and if he opened it, then behind—
And there she was in front of the prince, and her hand somehow slipped into his whitegloved hand.
“But you must dance with the prince,” hissed a girl near her.

“Smile,” said another. “Princesses always smile.” And in that moment, all their faces
dimpled as they smiled brightly, gloss shining on their lips.
Kelly felt faint and closed her eyes.

“I don’t want to dance,” she murmured.

“But he wants to.”

“That’s why you are a princess.”

The prince did not let her go. He drew her into another hall, where decaying red velvet
covered the sodden, bulging walls, almost as if they were surrounded by lobes of liver. Sweet,
soothing music swelled, and the prince spun Kelly. The blue tulle spread, the crinoline hit her
shins, and for a moment she was crushed against his chest, and in that moment, she felt quite
clearly it had no bones in it, just some elastic, cartilaginous matter and a rumbling heart.

The prince backed away to a proper distance, put his hand on Kelly’s waist, and started
waltzing.

Kelly couldn’t tear her gaze away from his face, although she was repulsed by the blue
holes; she felt that were she to look away, something would happen; perhaps something would
emerge from their depths, and she almost saw something waving at the bottom, like the tendrils
of a bright anemone.

Humming and sighing, the girls twirled together with them, awed. Kelly’s feet moved on
their own in her narrow shoes, and every step stabbed her. Yet she smiled like the little mermaid
did when she struck the deal with the sea witch, and danced gracefully, as if her feet didn’t quite
touch the ground, her hand on the mannequin’s shoulder, her heart in her throat.
“I want to go home.”

“At midnight,” whispered the girls. “The ball of the prince lasts until midnight.”

Kelly jerked back her hand and backed away. “And what if I don’t want to?”

The girls stared at her in amazement. “Princesses always want to be with their princes.
How come you don’t want to?”

“I just don’t!” Kelly backed up some more, looking for the door. Her body was still turned
towards the prince, to be able to jump away when he moved, but the mannequin just stood there
with his horrible, smooth face, hand outstretched.
Small bodies pushed closer, only the hoop of her skirt keeping them away.
“Smile!” they whispered. “Smile, princess!”

Kelly looked at the prince, in whose eyes the anemones started waving. Then she ran.
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She pushed the girls; yellow and pink dresses fell down like plucked tea roses. As she was
hitting them, she felt that the children’s bodies were formed of the same solid, boneless substance
as the prince’s. She wasn’t graceful anymore, and she didn’t smile. Cinderella opened her mouth
to scream and cursed as she flung the girls who were not girls right and left.
They were princesses with a sole prince like the workers of a distorted anthill, and they
were everywhere. In the dining room, Kelly jumped up on the table and ran, kicking down trays of
cake and lemonade jugs. Red and pink sprayed everywhere.
She hopped down from the table and pain jolted through her feet as the edge of the highheeled shoe pressed into her sore heel, and then she was running again towards the entrance.
The prince was standing in front of her.

“Why do you want to leave?” said a blonde girl in a red dress, with a crown of sparkling
diamonds. “You are nothing without a prince.”

Kelly saw herself in the hall mirror and knew that she could not look like this: her dress
couldn’t be this immaculate, her crown straight, her curls perfectly flowing, she couldn’t still be
smiling.

She reached up to her head and pulled down the crown. Cinderella disappeared from the
mirror, and she was there again, with smudged mascara, disheveled hair, rings under her eyes,
jam on her plastic dress, as if she waded through a pool of blood.
When she glanced at the prince, she didn’t see the light in its eyes. The face of the
mannequin was still turned towards her, but it was staring somewhere behind her, and the girls
also seemed confused. They flinched and started searching for her.

She did not wait to be found by those blank stares, to see the blue hell glowing again in the
prince’s face. She jumped to the door, shoving away the mannequin and its ladies-in-waiting, and
pushed down the door handle.
Outside, the light and the shadows of the afternoon painted a spotted quagmire on the
asphalt. Kelly hitched up her skirt and ran down the steps, but stumbled on the last one and fell
on her face.
“Why don’t you smile? Why don’t you stay?” whispered the house behind her.

She got up quickly and ran to the Ford, jerking open the door with a force that rattled the
hinge. She slammed behind the wheel and turned the key. She backed up the car while she
watched the house and the rearview mirror both. The building looked dark and empty, the
washed-out tiny flags and garlands waving flaccidly.

She drove home crying, and when she parked at last in front of the tenement house where
she lived, she couldn’t let go of the wheel. A ragged woman with smeared makeup was looking
back at her. Cinderella after midnight, by the road. She took a deep breath, disengaged her fingers,
and opened the door with a trembling hand. As she flung her feet onto the pavement, she noticed
that she had lost one of her shoes. The skin on her bloody heel was shredded, and the enamel on
her toes was garishly bright, as if all her nails were ripped off and fat, red blood beaded in their
place.
She sat in the door of the car for a long time, half in, half out, staring at her two feet—one
with a shoe, one without—until a voice called out to her.
“You look like shit.”
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Kelly cried again. Mike, her Mike. After the house and the prince, the familiar rudeness was
welcome.
“Okay now, princess, let’s go. Let’s go now, for fuck’s sake!”

Mike reached to help her out of the car, and Kelly put her hand in his without hesitation.
She flinched only when Mike closed his fingers. But he had already pulled her out, was encircling
her waist, and Kelly fell over his chest.
fit.”

She felt bones and a steady, familiar heartbeat.

“Is everything okay?” said Mike. “Smile already. The whole street is watching you throw a

Kelly felt giddy, as if she was still dancing in that horrible house with that prince. Her face
stretched as she smiled automatically.
“That’s all right. I like that, you smiling. Well, up you go, princess!”

Kelly shuddered and closed her eyes. She drew back from Mike and leaned down to pull off
her other shoe. She did not look into his eyes, not because she was afraid to see a blue hole in
their place, but because she would have nestled back into his chest just because he was warm and
living and human.
She put the bloody blue shoe in his hand and turned away.

“I'm not a princess,” she said softly, and then, louder: “I’m not a princess!”

She knew Mike would shout at her, even run after her, maybe. Disregarding the watchful
eyes of the neighbors, he would even shake her. Still, Kelly smiled and went, leaving behind Mike
and her bloody footprints. Gracefully, as if her feet didn’t quite touch the ground, she walked
away.
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